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6LOfficial Reality” Crumbling 
In Murder Of Princess Di 

Courageous PO litical Battle Wit1 1 Windsor .._ 
We were told by many sources, some of them from the halls expected. ” 

of professional journalism, that our initial outlay on the 
And then, ‘(Are you actually READY to receive truth? ” 

MURDERS of Princess Diana and Dodi al Fayed was 
Some are and some aren’t. Accepting The Truth in this matter means 

“bold”. 
Well, truth is truth. 

accepting a lot of other “‘attached” matters along the lines of: “Well, if THAT’S 
What else could we have called the true, then what about...?!” 

event? An unfortunate accident? Or maybe blame the media 
There go those confounded conspiracy theories 

reporters like everyone else did? 
again-and the attendant implied responsibilities to all of us who allowed the 

That would have been lame. foxes control of the henhouses in the first place, and for all of these years as 
Is nobody willing to outright tell the truth any more, in a 

public capacity, without arranging what may be offensive or 
inconvenient information beneath layers of political 
correctness? Indeed, it is a controlled media. 

In that initial Front Page story for the 9/2/97 issue of 
CONTACT, Commander Hatonn cryptically reminded us that: 

“...iUurder comes in unexpected ways, even if it is 

(Please see “Official Reality” Crumbling, p. 16) 
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,’ The I?Jevvs 
routine with consequent increase of support from 

Desk z,:i~~~~;;~,can then do a “standing tall” 

the American public-thereby weakening maneu- 

Another reported card in Bill Clinton’s deck is 
10/7/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT in by their tricks, such as their use in the above an alleged secret grand jury indictment of George 

Gore(v) statement. Bush, Oliver North, John Hull, Don Gregg, and- 
AND NOW. A FEW WORDS get this-WILLIAM WELD. (Jesse Helms knows 

FROM “THE REV.” AL GORE AUGUST: THE NIGHT OF of Weld’s indictment, says Ru Mills; that’s why 
THE LONG KNIVES; he’s stalling Weld’s confirmation as Ambassador to 

Excerpted from an UNKNOWN magazine page, THANKSGIVING Mexico.) Bill Clinton may be using the alleged 
9/97: [quoting] EARLY THIS YEAR: secret indictments of Bush et. al. as leverage: If you 

Were the Pilgrims and Puritans and the last six go after Hillary, we’ll go after you. 
generations of Bible-teaching preachers actually all The Turkey (Bill Clinton) Ru Mills believes that Senator Fred Thompson, 
pagan mystics? Forum attendee Albert Gore thinks To Be Carved In Late Sept./Early Oct. heading an investigation into campaign finances, 
so. So Reports RuMills has a lot planned for August. 

In his book, Earth In The Balance: Ecology And (Formerly RumorMiliNews) 
The Human Spirit, he makes the most bizarre pro- THE “TELEPHONE MAN” 
nouncement in recent memory: From the INTERNET, Conspiracy Nation, 

“Our religious heritage is based on a single 9/97: [quoting] Recall how in the movie, The President’s 
Earth goddess who is assumed to be the fountain of In a phone conversation with “Ru Mills” (pseud- Analyst (starring James Cobum), the secret power 
all life,” onym), she reported on a series of terse faxes behind everything turned out to be the telephone 

Well. So much for American Christianity. So received. The faxes all bear a unique signature, one company. Of course, that is an exaggeration, 
much for Judaism (in which worship of an Earth which Ru is sworn never to divulge lest her source but the phone companies undeniably have great 
goddess was punishable by death), Islam, the Bible, cut her off from further inside info. power. And ITT has been connected, in the past, to 
and-for that matter-history. Gore prefers to shut Recall how in Conspiracy Nation 9.74 (CN secret government operations. So when a phone 
out the actual past and worship Mother Gaia (the 9.74), RumorMill News reported on two factions in company man turns up in your back yard, don’t 
planet Earth). the intelligence “community”- there are two fat- necessarily assume he’s just working for the phone 

Gore’s mind is remarkably uncluttered by facts tions -the New World Order (NWO) faction, con- company. 
and his heart is free of political fears., trolled by George Bush, and the anti-NW0 faction. The “phone man” turned up mysteriously at Ru 

Totally rejecting the widely held sentiment that The anti-NW0 faction, said to be linked to the Mill 3 home. “Why are you here?” she asked. “I 
some sort of god created the universe, he writes that Office of Naval Intelligence, is known as “Faction have a work order here; it says your phone’s not 
“...creation is god. Nature in its fullness is god.” II”. At this point, reports Ru Mills, Faction II is working,” he explained. The “phone man” then 
Then after this running leap into the arms of panthe- firmly in control and big changes will be coming handed Ru a sealed envelope, supposedly confirm- 
ism, he has the amazing gall to pronounce that soon. Among the items relayed by fax to Ru by her ing the “work order”. Inside the envelope, besides 
Christians who believe in Bible prophecy and the inside source: the papers, was a card with the following poem: 
Second Coming of Christ are, in his word, “hereti- “Be careful during the month of August; August The Gunther Russbacher who lives with Jane 
Cal”. is the night of the long knives. Thanksgiving will be And the one you married are not the same. 

Obviously, he has set up a new standard of truth early this year; the Turkey [Bill Clinton] will be To find the one with the real face 
here, more or less of the same quality as Clinton’s carved in late September or early October.” You have to look in the darkest place... 
“I didn’t inhale”. It would all be laughable, of But these predictions are not written in stone; Try Langley, VA.. . 
course, save for four facts: One, he’s serious. Two, Bill Clinton may have a few tricks up his sleeve. . . .and have a nice day. 
he has announced in no uncertain terms his determi- Note, for example, says Ru Mills, how the dread Who is “Jane”? She, says Ru, is Jane Ryder, 
nation to become President in 2000. Three, he’s a terrorist bombing in New York City-a “bombing” partner of film-maker Alan Frankovich, who made 
key part of Gorbachev’s New Civilization, whose which never actually happened-is being played up the renowned documentary about the CIA: On Com- 
500 leaders lustily applaud the idea of getting rid of big in the mass media. The public mind is being pre- pany Business. Ru Mills was married to Gunther 
their enemies. And four, these people pretty much conditioned-for what? For “Rally ‘round the Russbacher. Russbacher was imprisoned in Aus- 
control most of the world already. flag” (a.k.a. “Rally ‘round Bill Clinton”)? Bill tria. On his release, Russbacher was to have re- 

Did we say enemies? Yes, and if you harbor too Clinton, speculates Ru Mills, may actually create a united with Ru. But Jane showed up at the Austrian 
much reverence for Christ or the Bible, that prob- real “terrorist” incident to save his own butt. On a prison gates and bedazzled Russbacher; he forgot 
ably means you. [End quoting] different angle, she speculates that media magnifi- all about Ru Mills and ran off with Jane. Later, 

Don’t forget that evil uses names, terms and cation of the alleged “almost-bombing” in NYC April 17th, 1997 to be exact, Frankovich was com- 
phrases that originate from ones of Light to confuse may be a prelude to “discovery” that Muslim ex- ing through customs, reportedly carrying docu- 
you and make you think they are of the Light. Such tremists were behind the TWA 800 disaster. Either ments concerning the Lockerbie [Scotland] plane 
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crash. Frankovich suddenly dropped dead on wife with a sexually-transmitted disease while they Lenin 1922. 
the spot. Then an item appeared in newspapers were married must pay her $2'75,000, a federal jury 
about the new CIA Director of Covert Operations, decided. A U.S. District Court jury found this week Eastern Europe fell to the Communists in 1945; 
said to be 56 years old, a retired CIA agent that had that Charles Moffitt, head ofthe Drug Enforcement China in 1947; Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos in 
been re-activated, and a former station chief in Administration office in Toledo, was negligent in 1975. Burma and India have close ties with 
Moscow. Not coincidentally, says Ru Mills, Gunther giving Rose Gonzalez a human papilloma virus. the Communists. The Communists invaded Af- 
Russbacher is also 56 years old, retired CIA, and a [End quoting] ghanistan in 1980. Ethiopia, Mozambique and 
former station chief in Moscow. “But what about One more reason to be faithful. Angola have Communist governments. Libya, Iran 
the name?” I asked. According to Ru, the name of 
CIA Director of Covert Operations is normally 

and the PLO have close ties withthe Communists through 
250-MPH SUBWAY the terrorist network. Syria is an ally of Russia. 

not given out; whatever “name” given in newspaper Cuba fell to the Communists in 1959. Nicara- 
accounts would have been false. “Well, do you From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, August gua was taken over by the Communists in 1979. El 
think there are two ‘Gunther Russbachers’ run- 1997: [quoting] Salvador is struggling against Communist insur- 
ning around?” Ru replied that she knows (as Switzerland is planning to link its major cities gents supported by Cuba and Nicaragua. Russia, 
suggested in the poem) that there are two Gunther with a 250-mph underground maglev rail system Cuba and Nicaragua are supporting leftist insur- 
Russbachers. And Jane may not be with the real called Swissmetro. The trains would be magneti- gents in Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Peru, 
Gunther Russbacher. http://www.shout.net/-bigred/ Chile, Colombia and Venezuela. Mexico, which 
cn.html> <http://feustel.mixi.net [End quoting] has the largest Communist Party in Central and 

Is this Rayelen Russbacher? South America has future rebels being trained to- 
day in Nicaragua and Cuba. 

SOVIETS LAUNCH SCALAR “THE WORLD WILL BE COMMUNIST BY 
WEAPON-U. S. PLANES THE YEAR 2000!” -Daniel Ortega, President of 

DROP FROM SKY Nicaragua [End quoting] 
We have ALREADY been taken over- 

From the INTERNET, 9197: [quoting] ALSO!! 
About 10 days ago, there was the announcement 

that the Soviets were launching a Scalar weapon; SEN. HELMS: KILL AGENCY 
unusual. Then the US planes started dropping out THAT SUBSIDIZES THE ARTS 
of the sky. It could be coincidence, but this gives 
some answers. I would not be surprised to see that From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 9116197: 
USA allows this to happen to “test” the weapons tally levitated and guided, and propelled by linear [quoting] 
which are likely shared by the two countries, pre- electric motors. To save money, the tunnels will be The annual battle over federal arts funding 
paring for “alien invasion”, or “trade offs”-the dug only slightly larger than the trains. The tunnels moved to the Senate on Monday with conservative 
target practice as part of some deal. 

Naturally, this is rather WILD SPECULATION. 
will maintain a partial vacuum to prevent problems Sen. Jesse Helms urging elimination of the National 
with air blockage, and the train cars will be pressur- Endowment for the Arts. The House has already 

P.S. Buzz Aldrin is heavily involved in zero ized. [End quoting] stripped funding for the NEA from a fiscal 1998 
point physics research. He is also upset that the This is nothing really new in technology. The spending bill, and Senate acceptance with the White 
aliens are presented in negative lights, as in, in secret underground tunnels have vacuum trains House, which strongly supports the agency respon- 
particular, the movie Independence Day. [End which can cross this country in several hours. sible for federal subsidies for the arts. A Senate bill 
quoting ] 

Some things to mull over. 
currently includes $100 million for the NEA. [End 

WEAPONS SURRENDERED quoting] 
I think I heard that the NEA managed to squeeze 

THE FLECHETTE GUN From THE TORONTO STAR, 10/l/97: their funding “through a backdoor”. It’s awfully 
[quoting] hard to kill off the funding that feeds the conniving 

From the INTERNET, 9/97: [quoting] A year and a half after a gunman killed 16 snakes-oops, reptilians-that operate the NEA. 
I once mentioned the flechette gun. It is (was) kindergarten pupils and their teacher in the Scottish 

a gas-powered pistol used by the CIA that shot town of Dunblane, handgun owners across Britain MORE LAWS 
razor-thin and equally sharp wafer-like darts that surrendered their weapons yesterday under a new MAKE MORE 
made no sound and caused no pain. The target died law banning possession of anything .with a calibre OUTLAWS 
from blood loss. Usually the victim would not know higher than .22. 

he was hit until he noticed the warmth of his own Parliament is considering legislation that will From THE ROUND VALLEY PAPER, 9117197: 
blood flowing over his body. outlaw smaller handguns, possibly by the end of [quoting] 

Descriptions of the murders of thousands in the this year. [End quoting] This simple fact remains: The main reason we 
slums of Panama during our “heroic” assault on Australia is collecting all 
that impediment to drug funnelling by the USA into guns. Are we next?? 
USA, describe large numbers of people who started 
oozing blood. Their bodies were burned by GIs. It SOMETHING TO 
sounds like aircraft-mounted large high-capacity THINK ABOUT 
flechette guns were used. 

Excerpted from THE 
MORE CLUES TO CIVILIAN MILITARY 
USA BRUTALITY ASSISTANCE (CiUA ) 

newsletter, 1997: [quot- 
I have seen “Puff the Magic Dragon” at work in ing] 

Vietnam, the troika of Electric machine guns firing “First, we shall take 
at 6,000 rounds [per minute] each from a cargo plane. all of Eastern Europe. 

Boys will be boys. Next, the masses of 
From: AS <adsst27@pop.pitt.edudu> Asia. Then we shall 
[End quoting] encircle that last bas- 
Sounds like good Elite-type weapons! tion of capitalism, the 

United States of 
COST OF INFIDELITY America. We shall not 

have to attack, because 
From THEMODESTO BEE, g/10/97: [quoting] it will fall like over-ripe 
CLEVELAND-A man who infected his ex- fruit into our hands.“- 
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too many laws. The best law would be this: Every 
voter who votes for a new law will get a life sentence 
if he or she violates that law (the death penalty to 
the legislator). Ifthat person violates any other new 
law, it should be only a lo-year sentence. That 
way, we can rid society of its most dangerous 
subversives. 

The way things are going, we can change the 
last lines of the national anthem. “In this land I am 
free, because everyone else is in jail.” [End quot- 
inf31 

I’m afraid this law couldn’t be put into effect, 
however, until the mess is cleaned up first. It seems 
that it would be awfully difficult for things to get 
out of hand once this law was activated, though. 
(God disagrees with the death-penalty part.) 

RUSSIAN AIR FORCE 
PHOTOGRAPHS U.S. BASES 

Excerpted from THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
NEWS, 815197: [quoting] 

The Cold War must be well and truly over: With 
the blessing of the U.S. government, a Russian Air 
Force plane flew from Washington to Ohio to Florida 
taking photos of American military facilities. 

The five-day mission, which ended Saturday, 
was a training exercise in preparation for imple- 
mentation of the 1992 Open Skies Treaty. The 
treaty, signed by 27 nations, promotes openness by 
allowing participating countries to gather informa- 
tion about each other’s military forces through 
unarmed observation flights. 

The flight was the first over the United States by 
a Russian aircraft under the treaty. A U.S. team 
departs for Russia later this month. 

Until the agreement takes effect, only training 
flights will be permitted. 

It was unclear when Russia might approve the 
treaty, said Valeriy Verotnikov of the Russian 
Parliament’s security affairs committee. [End quot- 
iwl 

I think CONTACT readers already know that 
Russia doesn’t need our permission to make this 
flight, all they have to do is tell our government 
“You better not interfere with our planes and 
plans!!“-to prevent being shot at. 

REPLACE ESTROGEN. GET RICH 

Drug Makers Race To Refine Substitute 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los 
Angeles, 9/26/97: [quoting] 

Barbara Zimmerman stumbled off a New Jersey 
curb and into a race between drug makers dashing 
to be the first to replace the most widely-prescribed 
drug in the nation: estrogen. 

While nursing her broken ankle, the retired 
jewelry designer discovered she had osteoporosis. 
But she balked at taking estrogen-the conven- 
tional treatment for the bone-thinning disease- 
when her doctor warned it could raise her chances 
of getting breast cancer. 

Instead, two years after her fall, Zimmerman is 
wrapping up her stint as a research subject in a 
blind test of Eli Lilly’s drug, raloxifene. Research- 
ers expect the drug to be the first estrogen replace- 
ment on the market that could replace estrogen 
therapy for women who have gone through meno- 
pause. 

If the new drugs work, women would b.e able to 
protect their bones and hearts without increasing 
their chances of breast cancer. With women living 
longer and baby boomers just starting to take post- 

menopausal drugs, the potential market is immense. 
[End quoting] 

How long has it been since the government 
played with the tax laws and you ended up with 

You can also bet that the new drugs will have more TOTAL value in your paycheck, when you 
severe side effects. Always remember: the Elite are went to purchase something-not more PAPER 
doing their best to help the older people to get into 
their graves &, but not until thev can emntv their 

value in your pocket?? 

pocketbooks-helping these poor souls to get well 
There are two sides to what’s going on in these 

would be a contradiction. 
hearings: One is that all those hearing about this are 
even more terrorized by the goons at the IRS, and 

Also, the Elite knew how to solve the the second is that they will probably rake in more 
osteoporosis problem many years ago--just follow money than before without ending up doing any- 
the money trail if you want to really know what is thing to remedy the situation except for several 
going on. They tell you it’s the most-prescribed highly-publicized cases of restitution. Thus, they 
drug. Would you really expect them to throw away 
this market, or would it be more practical for the 

net many more billions of dollars!! 

Elite to keep you hooked and raise their incomes by 
My scenario doesn’t have to happen if everyone 

jacking up the prices on some 
does what they know they should do-and that is: 

doesn’t solve the problem either? 
“new” drug that don’t let this opportunity fall through the cracks. 

Flood the politicians and bureaucrats with mail, 

HEARINGS SPUR CALLS 
FOR IRS REFORM 

faxes, phone calls and anything else you can think 
of so they KNOW YOU ARE FED UP AND 
WON’T TAKE IT ANYMORE!! 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los FOURTH STATE TECH 
Angeles, 9/27/97: [quoting] 

Donald B. Tackett got a shock of recognition as From the 
he read newspaper stories about the Senate investi- 

INTERNET, <http :/I 
www.geocities.comlAreaSl/Vault/ll77/picpg.htm> 

gation of the Internal Revenue Service’s abuse of (Check this link for factual Official Documents, 
taxpayers. 

“I said: ‘That’s me! That’s my life!“’ 
Press Releases, etc., dealing with current and devel- 

he said. oping warfare technology.) 9/97: [quoting] 
Tackett, 59, a minster at the Church of God in The following links are to factual official docu- 

Morehead, Ky., says he has been harassed by the ments, press releases, agreements and statements. 
IRS since 1993 to pay a tax bill originally set at This information is not just someone’s futuristic 
$5,000. After penalties and interest fees, he’s paid idea for one hundred years later in time. These 
$11,000 on it so far, 
completely resolved”. 

“and I still haven’t got it systems are in fact being installed now. 

In desperation, he called the Senate finance BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Committee on Thursday seeking help. 

The committee’s high-profile hearings electri- On the 7th of April 1996 Voice of Russia Sci- 
fied a nerve of public resentment against the IRS ence and Engineering programme, V.O.R. (Voice 
and what critics call its pervasive “culture of arro- of Russia) transmitted a story about Russia’s DE- 
gance”, which was shown to lead often to a kind of FENCE-LESS advanced “microwave plasma weap- 
torture by taxation of ordinary citizens. ons, generators and weather modification technol- 

“Unless somebody reins them in, they’re just ogy”. 
going to get more belligerent and more indifferent,” In this transmission the “very likeable” Mr. 
Thackett said. Boris Belitsky said that Russia was some “5-to-8 

Virtually everyone in Washington-Democrats, years ahead of the United States and Western coun- 
Republicans, even the IRS boss himself-agrees tries”. Boris said that this Russian technology can 
with that now. The Senate hearings painted such a bring down small objects, artillery shells, missiles 
devastating portrait of a bullying, out-of-control carr.ying war-heads, and can also bring down “large 
bureaucracy that everyone favors reform. aircraft like JUMBO JETS”. 

The question is, what kind? [End quoting] Hear it for yourself-KO.R.‘s claim is that 
I venture to say, what comes out of this is that this technology fires a plasma ball of energy and “is 

the government will end up getting deeper into your 
wallets. 

targeted not at the target itself “; however, in front 
of the target, it ionizes that region of space in front 

i,d+~ ‘i”‘+NlYl~~ 
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of it, and “causes a sudden and massive discharge night. Another one.” window. Two figures descended, each alighting on 
of ionizing energy-a kind of G-Force” that causes “Ask God for comfort,” Mary said. one side of the phonograph, facing my bed. They 
the target to be destroyed. “I’ve tried.” appeared to be men- angels without wings-dressed 

On the 9th of Nov. 1996 at 4.30 PM EST “Ask Him specifically for comfort,” Mary re- in soft, white garments. They were taller than the 
Australian time, Voice of Russia shortwave news sponded. While studying the Scriptures, she said, doorways, and their wavy snow-white hair touched 
service announced that “The first stage ofthe Anglo- she had become aware of the many times “comfort” their shoulders. I knew with certainty that I was not 
Russian satelw system called ZEUS has success- appears in both Testaments. She reminded me that dreaming. 
fully been deployed in orbit.” the Holy Spirit is often called the Comforter. “Now Each stretched a muscular arm toward the other, 

On the 23rd ofDecember 1996. Voice ofRussia, when I pray I concentrate on those passages,” she and a large white sheet appeared between them. 
offered even more detail on this matter when re- said. Before we hung up Mary said a lovely prayer In one fluid motion the angels grasped the edges 
sponding to Ross Dowe’s e-mailed questions. for me. Feeling a little better, I got ready to turn of the sheet and stretched it out flat. The music. 

On the 18th June 1997-at midnight Moscow in. notes immediately spread across it in a pattern. The 
time-V. 0. R. announced that Russia’s Proton-K My bedroom was just large enough to accom- angels walked slowly alongside my bed, the sheet 
rocket has put into orbit seven satellites by modate a phonograph on a stand wedged between fluttering weightlessly behind them. They let 
Russia’s Military Cosmic Forces. V.O.R. said the door and the closet. Every night I put on a the sheet drift down and cover me, then they tit 
“The single Russian rocket ‘Proton K’ has put into favorite LP to help fill the silence while I drifted off the edges under the mattress, gently tucking me 
orbit seven satellites of the American global system to sleep. I put the needle on the record and climbed in. 
Iridium”, “The rocket was launched from Baikonur under the covers. As the first song began to play, I Without a sound they strolled out the bedroom 
Cosmodrome by Russia Military Cosmic Forces... did what Mary said. Yes, I prayed, bring me door. Somehow the wall became transparent and I 
at 18 hour, seven minutes Moscow time. Each comfort. saw that my living room was filled with angels! I 
of these seven space vehicles weighs 650 Kilo- The moon spread a blanket of silvery light heard no words, but I could see their mouths moving 
grams.” across me. I fluffed my feather pillow into a in conversation. I felt like a child, lovingly put to 

Hear Iridium. Hear Proton-K. welcoming cradle and tried to relax, listening to the bed while the grownups stayed up for a while longer. 
On all the sites below, you will see information music, watching the spinning turntable. Spinning Feeling protected, I quickly fell into a dreamless sleep 

about this technology and on other advances with and spinning, just like my life. while the music continued to play. 
electromagnetics, plasma, aerial lasers, ground la- My room was filled with music, and I wanted to I awoke renewed, although my life hadn’t 
ser plasmas, chemical weapons and space weapon lose myself in its embrace. Glancing at the phono- changed in those few short hours. It would be four 
control systems, advanced warfare systems and graph, I saw what seemed to be black dots rising out more years, in fact, before I left California for 
WEATHER Control technology? [This is referring of it. After I focused I realized that the dots were Atlanta, where my sister lives, and where I found 
to the Internet address homepage cited at the at the music notes floating into the air! I lifted my head to fulfilling work. Even now, on occasion, those 
top of this article. A very interesting homepage.] get a better look. The notes rose from the spinning feelings of loneliness return. But ever since the 
[End quoting] record toward the ceiling. More and more of them night I was wrapped in soothing music, I have 

filled the room. the verv notes from a naae of the known God and His angels are my constant compan- 
A LOVING LULLABY 

I I 
music being nlaved. . ions. IEnd quoting1 - - 

I looked up.* The ceiling seemed to open like a Oh, for sbme soothing music! 
The loneliness seemed unbearable. 

Didn’t God know how much 
I needed Him? 

From ANGELS ON EARTH, May/June 1997, 
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Cannel, NY 
105 12: [quoting] 

Another day over, I thought, sighing, as I drove 
out of the parking lot at work that evening in 1992. 
On the nearby Santa Ana Freeway cars sped by, the 
drivers all eager to get where they were going. Not 
me. I was just heading home to an empty apartment. 
In the three years I’d been in Southern California 
I’d found it impossible to make friends-true friends, 
I mean. I’d met some interesting people, but I 
couldn’t find the real companionship I’d known 
elsewhere. I missed my family. My husband and I 
had separated and divorced. Everyone was far 
away: my friends, my mother in Arkansas, my 
daughter in Michigan, beginning life on her own. 
Were did that leave me? 

Thinking I wanted some independence and ad- 
venture, I’d come out West. My parents had always 
said we were a can-do family, and I tried to keep up 
a positive front. Only God knew the loneliness that 
threatened to overwhelm me. I certainly wasn’t 
looking forward to another night alone in my tiny 
apartment. 

I turned on the car radio, searching for music. I 
had loved music since I was young girl, playing 
piano for the choir in my church. These days it 
seemed to be the only thing that would bring me 
some relief. 

Some time after I got home, my phone rang. It 
was Mary, a woman from the Bible class I’d been 
attending. Mary had no family, and we had once 
talked about feeling alone. “Sometimes, it’s more 
than I can bear,” she’d told me. It helped knowing 
she understood what I was going through. 

“What can I do?” I asked her. “I’m having a bad 

# MERRY CHRISTMAS $i@ 
From New Gaia Products 

Oh, you have no idea how much we hate having to say that already. After all, it is still 11 weeks away. 
Gadzooks!!! What did we just say? ELEVEN WEEKS!!! 

Well there’s nothing like getting the shopping out of the way early. 
AND to help you with your joyous task we have decided to give you a hand and a break (Don’t worry 

this won’t break your hand). 
Beginning October 1st and running through November 15th we will have on SALE ALL of the 

LIQUID COLLOIDS. The sale will be: “BUY TWO, GET THE THIRD ONE FREE”. Well, kinda free. 
We will add on a small fee for each freebie, to cover the freight. The amounts are as follows: 

2oz-freebies @ $1.00 s&h 
16oz-freebies @ $2.00 s&h 
32oz-freebies @ $3.00 s&h 

2-liter-freebies @ $3.00 s&h 
other, regular freight fees still apply. 

This offer is good only on orders shipped within the United States. 

*Limit 2 free offers per product. Also on this special will be the Giandriana and the Aquagaia. So here’s 
a list of what’s on special: Note this is on all sizes: 202, 1602, 3202 and 2 liters: 
Aquagaia, Gaiandriana, GaiaLyte, TeaBreeze, GaiaVite, GaiaCol, GaiaGold, OxySol, Cu29Copper, 
Ti22-Titanium, GaiaLifel21++, Gaia DHEA. 

*The way this will work is, you can buy 4-202 GaiaCols for $10.00 each (and get two freebies). That’s 
$40.00. Plus you will add $1.00 s&h for each freebie. That’s $2.00 s&h. So the total for the 6-20~ 
GaiaCols would be $42.00. Or if you choose to go with the 3202 size for this Product, it would look like 
this: 4-320~ GaiaCols for $96.00 each. That’s $384.00. Plus you will add $3.00 s&h for each freebie. 
That’s $6.00 s&h. So the total for the 6-3202 GaiaCol would be $390.00. This is a savings of $186.00. 

We hope this helps reduce your HOLIDAY expenses, Don’t forget that we also have available for 
you, Gift Certificates in any denomination. 

Thank You for your continued support. 
Yours Truly, 
NEW GAIA 

800-639-4242 
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Legalized Gambnnk 1. 
w l 

1996, it was even worse. According to Harrah’s 
1997 Survey of Casino Entertainment, casinos 

LY 
0 reported 176 million visits in 1996, including 

members of 32% of all U.S. households (Figure 

Britain’s Dope, Inc. 4b According to Harrah’s, more than half of 

Subverts The U.S. 
the states generate more than 1 million casino 
visits each year, led by California with 18 
million visits; Illinois, Louisiana, New York, 
and Pennsylvania with lo- 12 million visits; and 
Texas, New Jersey, Wisconsin, Nevada, and 

Editor ‘s note: We are presenting Part III of 
the well-researched article titled: “Legalized 
Gambling: Britain’s Dope, Inc. Subverts The 
U.S. “-which appeared in the September 5, 
I997 issue of the EIR (Executive Intelligence 
Review, P.O. Box 17390, Washington, D. C. 
20041). Part II was in last week’s CONTACT. 

PART III 

THE ENORMITY OF THE 
GAMBLING MARKET 

Minnesota rounding out the top ten with 7-8 
which is the net take on those wagers. That is, million visits each. Among metropolitan areas, 
a gambler might walk into a casino with $1,000, New York leads the pack with 11 million visits, 
put all of it into a slot machine, and win back followed by Philadelphia with 10 million, and 
$750 in jackpots, leaving with $750 in his Los Angeles with 9 million; these three 
pocket; $1,000 was wagered, but a net $250 metropolitan areas generated almost 17% of 
changed hands, the latter figure representing the U.S. casino visits in 1996. Next among 
casino’s revenue. metropolitan areas were: Chicago, with 7 

Americans gambled away $44.4 billion in million visits; and Memphis and New Orleans, 
1995, more than they spent on movies at with 6 million each. Rounding out the top ten 
theaters, spectator sports, plays, and recorded metropolitan areas are Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
music combined (Figure 3). Casinos reported Las Vegas, Phoenix-Flagstaff, and Detroit. 
154 million customers in 1995, more than These top ten metro areas generated 
attended all Major League Baseball and approximately 40% of U.S. casino visits in 

In 1995, some $550 billion in legal wagers National Football League games combined. In 1996. 
was placed at casinos, racetracks, off-track 
betting parlors, video poker machines, state 
lotteries, bingo games, and charity events, FIGURE 2 

according to the United States Gross Annual States with some form 

Wager, 1995, a study by Christiansen/ of legal gambling 

Cummings Associates, Inc., and published in 
August 1996 by International Gaming & 
Wagering Business, a trade magazine (Figure 
1). That amounts to about $2,000 in wagers 
for every man, woman, and child in the country, 
and some $5,500 per household. Gambling is 
now legal, in one form or another, in all states 
of the United States except Utah and Hawaii (Figure 

2). 
The wagering figure is a measure of the Source: ChristianserVCummings 

annual turnover in bets, similar to the annual Associates. htemathnat Gaming 8 
Wagering Business: U.S. General 

turnover in financial markets, representing the Accounting Offike; E/R. 

sum of all bets placed. As such, it is different 
from the revenue of the gambling facilities, 

Legal gambling wagers in the U.S. 
(billions $ wagered per year) 

$6OC 

FIGURE 1 

1974 1962 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Source. Chr~st~anseniCummings Associates. International Gaming 8 
Wagering Business. 

FIGURE 3 

Spending on gambling exceeds many other 
forms of ‘entertainment’ 
(billions $) 

Gambling 

Recorded music 

Non-sport live 
entertainment 

Source: ChristianserVCummings Assoclales. international Gaming 8 
Wagenng Business. 

FIGURE 4 

Visits to casino destinations 
(millions) 

2ot 

150 

100 

50 

0 

1 

: 

n Nevada and Atlantic City Other casinos 

Source: Herrah’s Survey of Casino Enlenammenf, 1997 

7 
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.TABLE 1 

Wagers and revenue, by type of gambling, 
1982 and 1995 
(millions $) 

Wagers Revenues 

1982 1995 1982 1995 

Total $125755.5 $550351.9 $10,413 944,386.S 

Lotteries 4,088.3 38,878.2 2,170 15,236.2 

Casinos 101,400 422,551.2 4,200 18,014.7 

Pari-mutuel 14,529.3 17,801.3 2,792 3,746.6 

Indian 0 49,023 0 4,039.2 

Non-Nevada 

cardrooms 1,000 9.895.2 50 762.7 

Bingo 3,000 5,666.7 780 980.9 

Non-bingo 1,200 4.139.6 396 1,505 

L@ 
bookmaking 538 2.596.2 25.8 101.6 

Source: Chrfstiansen/Cummings Associates. htem8tional Gaming & Wager- 
ing Business. 

We must say, given the nature of the casino 
business, that all of these figures are suspect 
The visitor statistics are likely overstated, tc 
make gambling appear more popular than it is PLACE YOUR BETS 
and to provide cover for the hot money tha; 
comes in, so to speak, under the table. Still Legalized gambling in the United States 
there can be no doubt that gambling is a big comes in many forms. There are the casinos, 
and rapidly growing business in the United with table games (roulette, blackjack, 
States. baccarat, poker) and slot machines; the 

rABLE 2 

Top wagering states, 1995 (excluding Indian 
gambling) 
,millions $) 

State Wagering Revenue 

1. Nevada $226,360.7 $7,382.4 

2. New Jersey 86432.2 4.790.6 

3. Mississippi 32488.6 1,757 

4. Illinois 26,729 2.298.3 

5. Louisiana 25.856.6 I,8755 

6. California 14.556.8 2.558.7 

7. Missouri 9,700.6 718.6 

8. Colorado 7.576.1 840.3 

9. Iowa 7,455 560.9 

10. New York 6,283.7 2,320.3 

11. Texas 4,327.6 1445.5 

12. Florida 4,273.5 1,620.3 

13. Massachusetts 3,559.5 1,092.5 

t 4. Oregon 3,531.g 508 

15. Ohio 3s427.6 1.258.7 

Source: ChristianserVCummings Associates, IntcrmafionalGaming 8 W8ger- 
ing Business. 

FIGURE 5 

Gambling wagers, by type 

1982 

Non-Nevada 
1995 

Charity, bingo (2%) 

sinos (77%) 

8ource: ChristiansenKZummings Associates, lntemarional Gamin9 & 
Wagering Business. 

lotteries; pari-mutuel betting on horse 
racing, dog racing, and jai alai; bookmaking; 
card rooms; bingo; charitable gambling; and 
Indian gambling, which includes elements of 
several of the other categories. As shown 
by Table 1, the amounts bet at casinos, at 
Indian reservations, and on lotteries, have 
risen sharply since 1982, while pari-mutuel 

Source: ChristiansenICummings Associates, lnternalion8l G8ming 6 
Wagering Business. 

betting has remained relatively flat. As in money for the new gambling meccas, in 
1982, the non-Indian casinos dominated the Mississippi, Illinois, and Louisiana, all of which 
wagers in 1995 (Figure S), but the lotteries topped $20 billion in wagers. 
were nipping at their heels in terms of 
revenues (Figure 6). CASINOS 

Nevada and its casinos still dominate the 
gambling market, with nearly 40% of all In terms of wagers placed, the non-Indian 
wagers placed; New Jersey is solidly in second casinos dominate the gambling landscape, with 
place (Table 2). That still leaves a lot of $423 billion in wagers in 1995, or 77% of all 

FIGURE 6 

Gambling revenue, by type 

Non-Nevada 
cardrooms (.48%) 

1982 

/ 
Charity, bingo (11%) 

Indian (0%) 

Pari- 
mutuel (27%) 

1995 

Non-Nevada 
cardrooms (2%) -, 

Charity, bingo (6%) 

IL 

FIGURE 7 

States with non-Indian 
casinos 

- 

Source: ChristiansenCummings 
Associates, lnfemationaf Gaming & 
w8@Sri,,g Business. 
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FIGURE 0 

States with Indian 
gambling 

Source: U.S. General Accounting 
Office. 

TABLE 3 

Top casino states (excluding Indian ganibling) 
(millions $) 

Casinos 6 devices 

State Wagering Revenue 

1. Nevada $223,370.33 $7,201 

2. New Jersey 83.500.43 3.747.6 

3. Mississippi 32,360.66 1,723.g 

4. Louisiana 24,951.24 1 e567.6 

5. Illinois 23,616.66 1.170.3 

6. Missouri 9.057.57 466.5 

7. towa 7,119.95 455.9 

8. Colorado 6,756.52 394.3 

9. South Carolina 2,695 404.3 

10. Monfana 2,103.02 212.2 

11. South Dakota 553.41 45.9 

12. Washington 420.79 156 

13. Maryland 173.33 26 

14. Indiana 115.69 6.2 

15. Idaho 94.9 NA 

Source ChrlsllanseniCummlngs Associates. InternationalGaming 8 Wager- 
,ng .9usiness. wagers; most of these non-Indian casinos are accounted for just under $4.7 billion, or 10%. 

in Nevada, which has over 300 casinos, but 13 
other states also have legal non-Indian casinos INDIAN 

(Figure 7). In second place, were the Indian GAMBLING 28, Wisconsin with 25, and South Dakota with 
gambling facilities, with $49 billion in wagers, 20. 
or 9%; followed by lotteries with $38.9 billion There were 281 Indian gambling facilities The U.S. General Accounting Office, in a 
(7%), and pari-mutuel betting with $17.8 billion in the United States as of the end of 1996 May 1997 profile of Indian gambling, put the 
(3%). The remaining 4% was accounted for (Figure 8). In terms of numbers of facilities, revenues for Indian gaming at $4.5 billion, 
by card rooms, bingo, charitable gambling, and California leads the nation with 41, followed slightly higher than the figure from 
legal bookmaking. by Oklahoma with 36, Washington state with Christiansen/ Cummings, and based its analysis 

Among the non-Indian casinos some $3 out 
of every $4 in bets placed were placed in 
casinos in Nevada and New Jersey, which 
accounted for $306.9 billion of the total wagers 
(Table 3). Another $88 billion was wagered on 
riverboat casinos, most of which are located 
along the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. 

The remainder was accounted for by other 
land-based casinos, deepwater cruise ships (the 
aptly named “cruises to nowhere”), slot 
machines in non-casino locations, and the like. 

Measured in terms of revenues, the non- 
Indian casinos again led the pack in 1995, but 
by a smaller margin, with $18 billion, or 4 l%, 
followed closely by lotteries, with $15 billion, 
or 34%. Indian gambling accounted for $4 
billion, or 9%, and pari-mutuel betting 

I 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office. 

t 
I 

-I 

TABLE 4 

‘IGURE 10 

-ottery ticket sales 
Top lottery states 
(millions $) 

silliins $) Lollaries 

i40 State Sales Revenue 

1. Oregon $3,324.1 $ 463.1 

2. New York 3,166.l 1.636.7 
30 3. Texas 3,170.2 1.169.3 

4. Massachusetts 28647.5 665.6 

5. Florida 2,303.5 1.151.7 

20 6. Ohio 2.297.6 991.6 
7. California 2.276.5 1,136.3 
6. South Dakota 2.216.6 166.7 

10 9. Georgia 1.639.7 705.4 
10. Illinois 1.611.3 765.9 

11. Pennsylvania 1,584.3 751 

0 
12. New Jersey 1,576.3 760.6 

13. Michigan 1.379.3 673 
1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 14. Maryland 1,083.l 491.5 

15. Virginia 913.4 422.7 

source: Christiansen!Cummings Associates, hfemational Gaming & 
Magehg Business. 

FIGURE 11 

States with lotteries, 
1997 

Source: National Coalition Against 
Legalized Gambling, E/f?. 

Source: ChristiansenlCummings Associates. lnfemafionel Gaming 6 Wager- 
ing Business. 
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L 

FIGURE 12 

States with pari- 
mutuel betting 

Source: ChtistianseniCummings 
Associates. fnfemational Gaming & 
Wagedng Business. 

TABLE 6 

Top card room states (excluding Indian gambling) 
(millions $) 

Card rooms 

State Wagerlng Revenue 

1, California $8,898 a $ 711.9 

2. North Dakota 257.9 7.7 

3. Washington 230.2 ia 4 

4. Maryland 195.9 15.7 

5. Montana 112.5 9 

Source: Christiansen Cummings Associates. lnfemafional Gammg 8 Wager- 
ing Busmess. 

just over half was paid out in winnings to the 
players, and the rest went for administrative 
costs (mostly to the lottery operators, such as 
GTECH) and awards to sellers of winning tickets, 

I 
Lotteries are big 

. , 
business tn many 

on constant 1995 FIGURE 13 states: Three states, 
dollars, instead of States with charitable 

current dollars. The 
gambling 

Oregon, New York, 
and Texas, sold over 

GAO figures show a $3 billion in tickets 
sharp rise in Indian in 1995, and five 
gambling revenue m 0 r e 
since the passage of Massachusetts: 
the Indian Gaming Florida, Ohio, 
Regulatory Act California, and 
(IGRA) in 1988 South Dakota, sold 
(Figure 9), but that more than $2 billion 
revenue is in tickets. Another 
concentrated in a six states had sales in 
small number of excess of $1 billion 
Indian facilities. The 

Source: ChristiansenEummings 
Associates, lntemafional Gaming & (Table 4). 

GAO study looked at Wagering Business. 
Worldwide, some 

just 178 of the 281 125 lotteries sold in 
Indian gambling facilities in the United States, million up to $100 million) accounted for 17%. excess of $100 billion in tickets in 1996. 
and found that just eight Class III casinos The survey’s 109 Class III Indian casinos, 
(with revenues of $100 million or more) as a group, reported $4.0 billion in gambling PARI-MUTUEL 
accounted for 41% of all Indian gaming revenues in 1995, slightly more than the $3.4 
revenues reported in the study, and another ten billion reported by the 12 Atlantic City casinos, The pan-mutual gambling segment, which 
Class III casinos (with revenues from $50 but well below the $7.0 billion reported by the consists of on-track, inter-track, and off-track 

TABLE 5 

Top pari-mutuel gambling. states (excluding 
Indian gambling) 
(millions $) 

Pad-mutuels 

State Wagering Revaks 

1. New York S2,612.3 s 605.6 
2. California 2.538.5 491 
3. Florida 1,639 378.7 
4. New Jersey 1.221 246.8 
5. lltinois 1.202 271 .S 
6. Pentwyhmia 928.5 195.1 

7. Kentucky 672.5 132 
a. Malyland 595.7 129.2 
9. Texas 521.5 123.4 

10. uass- 490 105.2 
fl.oh& 412.9 a7.9 
12Nwh 378.1 75.7 
13. hflzona sa.8 n.3 
14.connwht 352.5 64.6 
15. bubkm aa 00.3 

r&B kr#wr.)IIara&llr~4~ 

213 Nevada casinos included in the study 
(about two-thirds of the Nevada total). The 
Foxwoods Resorts Casino, run in Ledyard, 
Connecticut by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe, 
claims to be the largest casino in the United 
States. Gambling revenues accounted for 93% 
of total revenue at these Indian casinos and 
91% in Atlantic City, but only 64% in Nevada, 
reflecting the success of the Las Vegas casino 
resorts in grabbing non-gambling tourist dollars. 

LOTTERIES 

The numbers racket, in the form of lotteries, 
has proved lucrative to the states (Figure 10). 
Thirty-nine states -(in addition to the District 
of Columbia) took in $38.9 billion in revenue 
in 1995, from ticket sales and video lottery 
machines (such as video lottery poker and 
keno) (Figure 11). About $13 billion-34%- 
of that money went to the state governments, 

TABLE 7 

Top charitable gaming states (excluding 
Indian gambling) 
(millions $) . 

Cherltabk m 

Stale WW@rlna Revenue 

1. Mirmsota $1.266.6 s 239.4 
2. Califomia 525.6 157.7 
3. ohlo 485.9 121.5 
4. l.diana 331 95.9 
5. Kemucky 312.1 93.6 
6. Normoakota 229.7 40.6 
7. Al&au 198.6 47.9 

(1. Arkona 179.8 29.7 
9. wrghia 163.5 49 

10. Nebfnka 161.9 41 .(I 

ll.CdOWO 153.7 34.4 
12. mlmla 163.2 46.9 
13. Fbrida 143.3 43 
14. TeIms 139.3 43.9 
15. LoIJihna 128.5 39.9 

!Saece:~~~.~JGuringlWager 
h?-. 

- 
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TABLE 6 

Top bingo states (excluding Indian 
gambling) 
(millions $) 

State 

Bingo 

Wagering Revenue 

1. Texas $ 496.7 g 106.6 
2. California 317.5 59.0 

3. Ohio 231.1 57.8 
4. Washington 197.5 51.5 
5. Michigan 194 52 
6. Florida 107.7 46.9 
7. New York 162.3 45.6 

6. Pennsylvania 162.3 45.6 

9. lllinols 145.9 36.5 
10. Missouri 144.4 36.1 

11. Massachusetts 136.6 25.6 
12. Louisiana 126.5 22.2 

13. Mississippt 105.9 26.5 
14. Kentucky 90.5 24.6 

15. South Carolina 85.0 24.3 

FIGURE 14 

States with bingo 

Source: ChristiansenICummings 
Associates, Intemational Gaming 8 
Wagering Business. 

I’ 
Source ChrlstianserVCummings Associates, InternationalGaming 8 Wager- 
ing Busriess. 1 gambling revenues 25 years ago, to just 8% in with about 2,000 tables. Other states with card 

1 1995, thanks to a relatively flat growth curve, rooms included N. Dakota, Washington, 
compared to the hyperbolic growth of gambling Maryland, and Montana (Table 6). 

betting on horse and greyhound racing, and jai 
alai in 41 states (Figure 12), took in $17.8 
billion in wagers in 1995, from which it 
garnered $3.7 billion in revenue. Horse-race 
betting accounted for $3. I billion in revenue, 
while dog-racing contributed $609 million and 
jai alai added $64 million. 

Nearly one-third of pari-mutuel wagers 
were placed in two states, New York and 
California, both of which topped $2 billion; 
followed by Florida, New Jersey, Illinois, and 
Pennsylvania (Table 5). 

The pari-mutuel segment’s share of 
gambling is declining, from 28% of all legal 

as a whole. Some race tracks have begun 
adding slot machines to try to boost revenue, 
and Florida has begun to allow card games. 

CHARITABLE GAMES 
AND BINGO 

CARD ROOMS 

Card rooms, where betting on card games 
such as poker are permitted, handled $9.8 
billion in wagers and took in $763 million in 
revenues in 1995 (these figures are for card 
rooms outside Nevada, where they show up in 
the casino table games figures). The bulk of 
the non-Nevada card room activity took place 
in California, which had some 240 card rooms 

He, who by understanding, 
becomes converted 

to the gospel of service-will serve 
kindness so that brutality will perish.... 

And, he who is strong, 
will serve the weak that 

they may become strong. 
He will devote his strength, 

not to the debasement and defilement 
of his weaker fellows, but to 

the making of opportunity for them 
to make themselves into men rather 

than into slaves and beasts. 

-Jack London 

(at end of movie, from Quebec, The Ca// Of The Wild) 

Charitable games, legal in 40 states (in 
addition to the District of Columbia), took in 
$5.7 billion in wagers and $1.5 billion in 
revenue (Figure 13). These games include a 
variety of raffles, “Las Vegas night” events, 
pulltabs, and punchboards. The leading 
charitable games state, Minnesota, took in 
revenues of $239 million on $1.3 billion in 
wagers in 1995; second place California took 
in $15 8 million on $526 million in wagers (Table 

7). 
Non-Indian bingo took in $4.1 

billion in wagers and $980 million 
in revenue in 1995 (Figure 14). 
There are about 37,000 licensed 
bingo halls in 46 states (in addition 
to the District of Columbia). Texas 
led the bingo states, with $109 
million in revenue from $497 million 
in wagers, followed by California 
with $60 million in revenue on $3 18 
million in wagers, and Ohio with 
$58 million in revenue on $231 
million in wagers (Table 8). 

LEGAL BOOKMAKING 

Bookmaking is legal only in 
Nevada. It is, in the words of 
ChristiansenKummings Associates, 
both a “private gold mine” and a 
“Federally sheltered market”. 
Making book on sporting events and 
horse races yielded $102 million in 
revenue on $2.6 billion in wagers in 
1995. 

[To be continued.] 
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book was not subsidized or underwritten in any way 
whatsoever by the Rockefellers, NBC news, any of 

? 

the major oil companies, any of the major banks, 
the Federal Reserve, the Bilderbergers, or the 
MOSSAD, even though each of these entities, and 
many others, are discussed within these pages, As 

OfAmerica 
Editor 5 note: The first 16parts of Ray Bilger ‘s 

ongoing series, The Untold History Of America, 
have finally been compiled into a book, Vol. I, now 
available from Phoenix Source Distributors (see 
Back Page for ordering information). We present 
here the Preface, the Introduction, and the synop- 
sis from the back cover of the book. 

10/l/97 RAY BILGER 

PREFACE 

The Untold History of America began as a se- 
ries of articles which were published in 1996 and 
1997 in a newspaper that is distributed worldwide 
called CONTACT. The series was originally in- 
tended to encompass just a few segments in order 
to make some things clear which were not widely 
known. But it was soon realized that a proverbial 
Pandora’s Box had been opened and that to cover 
the amount of material necessary to accurately por- 
tray what we have not been told turned the entire 
work into a task of significant proportions. 

One needs to understand CONTACT in order to 
better understand this book. CONTACT is in the 
forefront of those cutting-edge publications that 
dare to speak out about what is appropriately called 
the New World Order (the One World Government). 
CONTACT is not beholden to any corporate adver- 
tisers and can therefore afford to expose the every- 
day, high-level corruption that passes for business- 
as-usual in the Halls of Congress, and behind the 
doors of America’s corporate boardrooms and at 
the major think-tanks. 

Contributing writers to CONTACT may 
threaten those who control the world and would 
seemingly be putting themselves in danger of re- 
percussions from those whose toes are sometimes 
stepped on. However it is more than likely because 
of exposing the corruption that real protection is 
acquired. Truth is one of those rare commodities 
of which our modern world seems to be in extremely 
short supply. 

To those who may believe that everything is 
really okay in America and that this book is prob- 
ably just the rantings of some paranoid conspiracy 
theorist, consider the following: 

Whenever a president, or a world leader, meets 
in private with some advisors, or secretaries, or 
ministers, or consultants, and a decision is made to 
withhold some small amount of information from 
the general population or to fabricate something to 
change the information released to the public, how- 
ever minor this change (or even outright lie) might 
be, and even if the reason may be to protect some 
alleged “national security” interest, or to protect 
the people from learning some bit of information 
which may be perceived to cause a general unrest 

af one might expect, what is said about them and their 
activities is not necessarily what they would want 
the American public to know. So be it. The story 
is now told. 

To all those who continuously thanked this au- 
thor for each chapter as it first appeared in print in 
CONTACT, here is the book you have so enthusias- 
tically requested. 

(as determined by the so-called leader), then, by 
definition, we have a conspiracy. 

Some might say that the real definition of a con- 
spiracy involves evil intent. If we can accept a de% 
nition of evil which includes anything which pulls 
one away from one’s path to truth and understand- 
ing, then who is to decide for us which information 
each one of us may need to arrive at our own truth? 
Do you want someone else to determine your truth 
for you? Then you are a “sheeple”. Thus, any time 
any information is withheld from the public, it’s 
too late, evil has already been committed and the 

This work would have been impossible without 
the family, friends, associates, higher guides, guard- 
ian angels, and, indeed, everyone this author has 
ever met, known, or passed in the night. But more 
than this, the author owes his thanks to that Great 
Creative Energy Source which not only made and 
makes his life possible, but which makes alLlife 
possible. 

conspiracy is complete. - 
When we understand that the 

nature of governing people 
throughout all of history has al- 
ways been as stated above, then 
it becomes evident that the true 
history of the world is a history 
of conspiracies. There is not 
then, nor can there ever be, such 
a thing as a conspiracy theory. 
There can only be conspiracy 
fact. This is simply the way it 
has always been. 

When we realize and admit 
the fact that we have been lied to 
by our government even once, 
then any further pronouncements 
from them automatically become 
suspect. If we are lied to a sec- 
ond time, then we already have a 
pattern developing. We have not 
been given the whole picture by 
our so-called “leaders”, and in 
actual fact they are pursuing an 
agenda which requires them to lie 
to us. 

We need to understand the 
absolutely crucial position the 
United States of America plays 
in the overall world picture at 
this critical time where the un- 
folding of truth is proceeding si- 
multaneously with an enormous 
effort to suppress that truth. 
This is a real challenge in and of 
itself, and America seems to be 
destined to lead the way to what- 
ever this world is headed for. 

It is to counter this pattern 
of unending lies, and instead to 
present truth, that CONTACT ex- 
ists, and this book was written. 
But today, the conspiracy has be- 
come so all-pervasive as to ap- 
pear almost invisible. 

The work of writing this 

Thank you ALL. 

INTRODUCTION 

The traditional view of American history is of 
little interest to most people. It can be downright 
boring to students. The story of savage and un- 

The Untold History 
* of ,America 

Vol. I 

1492-1963 

BY 
Ray Bilger 

You can order this book from 
PHOENIX SOURCE 

DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 
P.O. Box 27353 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 
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godly Indians who had to be eliminated by “civi- 
lized” Europeans, the so-called conquering of the 
wild West, and the apparent necessity for ever-in- 
creasing instances of war instead of peace is not 
only uninteresting, it is also untrue. 

Education in America has intentionally been 
made to go downhill for a long time, by employing 
a carefully crafted plan to make our children illit- 
erate. Those who home-school their children may 
find this book very helpful as students will find 
American history interesting when they hear the true 
story. When students can read about what really 
happens with Black Ops (Covert Operations), 
C.I.A. gun and drug running, how banks launder 
huge sums of money, and how the Mafia regularly 
works with our government, etc., suddenly Ameri- 
can history becomes very interesting. This book 
could well be an important new textbook for all high 
schools in America. 

Powerful international forces have been ma- 
nipulating America from behind the scenes since 
long before 1776, and continue to do so today. 
These forces have been orchestrating wars and other 
events, installing presidents of their choice, con- 
trolling our Congress and the courts, illegally and 
unlawfully controlling our money system, mind- 
controlling the citizens through television and other 
more subtle means, manipulating the weather, and 
much more, in a plan designed to culminate in the 
eventual destruction of America and her citizens. 
They have destroyed the family, the society, the 
manufacturing base, the ethically-functioning gov- 
ernment, the judicial system, the educational sys- 
tem, and, as a consequence, the American Dream 
a1or.g with it. 

A thorough exploration and outlay of every de- 
tail of the corruption that has gone on throughout 

America’s history would take many volumes. The life and culture in recent decades, and one can now 
Untold History ofAmerica touches the major points 
in our history without becoming unduly lengthy. 

find many books about them. 
The time of the Native Americans may soon be 

This book is for those who want to know why at hand once again as the White man, in just a few 
America is the way it is today, where we went short centuries, has ruined the air, the land, and 
wrong, who are the responsible parties, and what the waters of North America. As the Native Ameri- 
we can do to bring back the American Dream our cans’ legends and prophecies have always told 
forefathers and mothers fought so hard to establish them, the Earth would one day cleanse itself of 
and gave their very lives to defend. what the White man has done and that the Indians 

This book is especially written with the hope will return to power as the rightful caretakers of 
that all Americans alive today will remember the Mother Earth. 
rich heritage the Native Americans (Indians) have It should be understood, as well, by the reader 
given us, passed on to them by their ancestors. that it may be a misnomer to only refer to the citi- 
When the Europeans (White man) arrived on the zens of the United States of America as being 
North American continent, the Native Americans Americans. All of North and South America are 
numbered some 20 million. By the turn of the cen- part of the Americas, and the citizens of Brazil, or 
tury in 1900, because of the incredible genocide Argentina, or Canada are Americans just as much 
waged against them, they had dwindled to about as are you. 
250,000. They have now made a strong population 
comeback and expect to number about 2 million by 

It is our right, our responsibility, not only to 

the year 2000. 
ourselves, not only to our Creator, but also to our 
children who must inherit what we leave them, that 

The Native Americans’ religion (which recog- 
nizes a Great Spirit, or Grandfather, as our Source 

we all do all we can to change ourselves, for in 

of Life, and our Mother Earth as a living, breath- 
changing ourselves we shall find the way to change the 
world. This is what we have not been told. 

ing entity which feeds us, clothes us, and shelters 
Find out why. 

us) so far excels the established and organized re- 
Volume I begins in 1492 with Christopher Co- 

lumbus (America’s first slave trader) and concludes 
ligions of the world today as to make it apparent in 1963 with the assassination of President John F. 
that the White man, generally speaking, may not Kennedy. It is a somber tribute to those who con- 
really understand his own true being and existence. trol the world from behind the scenes that so many 

You will read in these pages some of the most high-level and unseen figures knew about the as- 
powerful words ever spoken by the greatest tribal sassination plan, but that the masses of the world 
chiefs of the North American Continent. Their knew nothing of it! Santos Trafficante, Jr. (Florida 
words may be even more powerful today than when Mafia 
they were first spoken, as there was little apprecia- 

boss), a close friend of Carlos Marcello 
(New Orleans Mafia boss), told a mutual associ- 

tion for the Native Americans prior to the latter ate, 
half of this century. 

“Mark my words, this man Kennedy is in 
Fortunately, there has been a 

reawakening of interest in the Native Americans’ 
trouble, and he will get what is coming to him... He 
is going to be hit.” -. _.- - 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 54.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 

tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. 
Postage is included in tape prices. 
* Please send check or money order to: THE WOIZD, P.O. Box 1498, Tehachapi, 
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, 
Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. .We will try to 
notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted by l and are not automatically sent. 
The following is a partial list of older items but including ail of the most 

current meeting dates, with the number of tapes In bold, in parentheses, and 
mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
8/l 7/96 (4) ‘Little Crow’; 8/l 8/96 (4) 81 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander 
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/% (4) David icke; 
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) J,IKE#fNT MY-1995, a dramatization; 
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean 81 Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada; 
11/2/% (3); 11/24/96 (2); I 2/8/96(2) ; l2/29/%(2); 
2/l g/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2) Little Crow tapes; 
3/34/97(8) Eurtace Mullins 81 Cart Christie; 3/l O/97(2) David Miller Tapes; 
3/l 6/97(S) Farrakhan Speech; 4/2/97(t) Cult Media Blitz; 
4/6/97(2); 4/7/97(2) D(7IM tntenriew; 4/8/97(2) Channel 29 Interview; 
4/l 3/97(3) David Icke; 6/l /970; 6/22/97(2);7/20/97(2); 8/l 5/97(3)<orporation Lecture ; 
8/l 6/97 to 8/l 9/970 1) New Year Cekbratton meeting; 9/21/97(I). 

Enjoy this book, and may it make you mad about 
what has happened to America. Perhaps then we 
may fix it... 

This book shall be called The Untold History 
Of America, Vol. I, 1492-1963: 

The Untold History Of America 
by Ray Bilger 

This book shatters the image that has tradition- 
ally been portrayed as American History, by ex- 
posing the high-level corruption that passes for 
business as usual in the Halls of Congress, the 
White House and throughout our entire Judicial 
system. 

The Untold History of America was written for 
the specific purpose of providing a high school text- 
book for all American schools that would educate 
students into the real nature of our national situa- 
tion. With a clear understanding of things as they 
exist in reality, students will then be in a much bet- 
ter position to go on in life and do something to 
correct our current downhill course. 

This book is for those who want to know why 
America is the way it is today, where we went 
wrong, who are the responsible parties, and what 
we can do to bring back the American Dream our 
forefathers and mothers fought so hard to establish 
and gave their very lives to defend. 

Special emphasis is placed throughout the book 
on the original inhabitants of America, the Native 
Americans. Tbcy lived for thousand!4 of years on 
thiscoatiaentincomplcteharmouyandbalancewith 
the Earth. With their help we may yet be abb to 
turn things around so that our totnorrows will be 
ding we will alI be honored to pass on to the 
cbildrw who we our fbturc vrationr. 
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Reviewing Your Lessons As 
The Plav Gets Serious 

IO/l/91 HATONN 

Good morning, Hatonn here in the Light of 
Creator and Creation. Be at peace, my son. 

I thank you, our team, for your preparation, 
for the greater part of the mission is at hand. I 
must ask that you continue to carry the load a bit 
longer while adjustments are made in the casting 
of the play. Remember to hold the Larger Picture 
foremost in your mind as the unfolding events of 
planetary evolution present themselves to your 
conscious awareness. 

All shall unfold in proper perfection according 
to God’s Divine Plan. Be open to “new” ideas and 
sudden change in focus, for if and when the need 
arises, we will play our “trump” cards. Even 
many of our more aware Ground Crew members 
are limited by their own personal perceptions and 
beliefs that erroneously limit both God and selves. 
Many believe that God or His Messen- 1~ 

The Light is shining forth from all directions efit of those truly efforting to understand, and call 
at this time. Your planet is awakening, though the in The Light for help with same.) 
outward (physical) signs may be lacking at present. On the other side of the coin, learn to reshect 

If you are reading this source for your the choices and decisions ofthose who turn away 
insights and clues, then it is because you are from this information source, for it is not for them, 
connected by way of purpose to Command. and causes them great discomfort. Allow each 
This is to say that you are Ground Crew. Your unique individual the freedom to find their own 
general purpose is to ensure that a remnant way back to Source, as they see fit. You may offer 
get through (survive) the upcoming planetary to help your brothers, especially where you have 
changes; part of carrying out that objective is been asked to do so, but never insist or argue over 
to aid in fulfilling God’s promise to the world who is right or wrong concerning PERSONAL 
that ail lies will be exposed and that The Word beliefs, for it is futile and your time can be better 
will go forth, AGAIN, to the four corners of spent. 
the globe. Let your actions show the world who you 

This is not a single-handed task, and there are are, Teach by example through actions taken, 
many all around the planet who are fulfilling this for the words will only fall on deaf ears. 
promise at this time. Know that you of Ground Many of you who read these messages have 
Crew have brothers and sisters scattered far and loved ones who disagree with what you beli:ve. 
wide. Learn to spot them and assist where you As a’ result, you find yourselves in a difficult 

I situation wherein you must try to find a 
gers must be or act in a specific manner 1 Let your actions show the / balance point so as to not offend the ones 
to somehow qualify for the part. This is you love, vet try to convince them that 
a limiting challenge that you as Ground 
Crew must face and overcome. 

These “End Times” will not be as 

world who you are. - -- they need to prepare, or at best allow you 

Teach by example through 

to spend the family’s resources onprepa- 
ration. These challenges are the chal- 

you imagine them. They will resemble, lenges that will naturally cause ones to 
to some extent, the messages of the actions taken, for the words weed themselves from the play at hand. 
prophets and seers, However, the emo- 

will only fall on deaf ears. 
You must each be responsible for 

tional impact will cause many a great your choices and decisions. YOU have 
man to weep with horror and disbelief. . chosen your family, and the pressures of 
We honor those of you who effort day-to-day to feel drawn, from Inner Guidance and request. going against them are inner pressures that come 
connect selves with Source, for when the walls Too many erroneously “feel” that their role is to from fears (of rejection) which, in turn, come 
about your dwelling-place crumble and you are be played out close to this information source. from personal insecurities that ultimately reach 
stripped of all of your physical possessions, this That makes about as much sense as the idea that back to a state of disconnectedness from Creator 
connection may be all that you have that will pull most all the grocery stores of your planet should Source. 
you out of the shock of the impact that is coming. be located in any one particular town! Fear is not of God, and as your planet goes 

While the rest of the world sleeps on, you These are times of learning to hold the Larger through her transition, the lower frequencies of 
who have awakened to the call are being asked Picture in your minds. And certainly from where fear, anger, and hatred willnot be tolerated. Much 
at this time to reaffirm your connections and we look upon your globe, there is need for the like the moth that flies into the flame (high fre- 
to go within for your personal instructions. assistance of Beings of Light EVERYWHERE. quency relative to the physical body of the moth), 

If you find yourself relying upon others for In that capacity, you act as our most appreci- so too shall those of you who hold on to old, low- 
your guidance and focus, then you have surely ated hands and feet. And you do that most effec- frequency habits of thought and emotion not be 
missed the lessons here. Go forth and make do tively through efforting to sustain a constant con- able to withstand the higher relative frequencies 
with what you have, and quit worrying about what scious openness to the Inner Nudges which “come that are coming. 
you do not have. When your heart and head are in through” most clearly from the high-frequency Find those fears rooted deeply within and 
harmony with your God-self, you will manifest condition resulting from efforting to connect to examine them for what they are-low frequency 
what you need. Note: I said need, NOT want! Higher Source in a balanced way. (Yes, that was vibrational emanations that only exist to the ex- 
You will almost always have what you need, a mouthful. But we often place much of our tent that you are disconnected within from Cre- 
regardless of what you want. communication “between the lines” for the ben- ator Source. We find that many of you would 
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rather “go down with the ship” than offend or go of its relative environment. The trapped darkness It is time to look within and find your inner 
against your family or loved ones. If this be your (low-frequency energy), in conjunction with the convictions concerning who you “really” are and 
choice, then so be it! intensifying high-frequency energies infusing your what it is that you are wanting to accomplish in 

However, you will be less than satisfied when planet currently, cause localized temporal distor- this life’s experience. YOU are responsible for 
you make your transition back into the non-physi- tions which can be quite disconcerting and even whether or not YOU will evolve with your planet, 
cal domain, for your plans for this experience disorienting to those of you who are wondering or be cleansed from the physical experience. There 
were to face and OVERCOME your limitations where all of your “time” has gone. shall be far more cleansed than not, and your 
and fears-NOT succumb to them! Now would Moreover, there are major external factors choices, thoughts, and actions will determine your 
be a good time to consider well the consequences affecting your current environment (relative sur- next environment of focused existence. 
of any decisions you have made which may not be roundings). Your planetary orb (starship) is en- Go within for your guidance. Search the 
“sitting” too well with the nudges from your Higher tering into a relatively high-frequency energy field depths of your inner being. Find first a point of 
Self. in space. This is the so-called “Photon Belt” area balance within the Light, and from there see that 

The casting of the play is ALWAYS flexible that we have talked about prior (and which CON- which is pulling on you, trying to shift your focus 
and there is ALWAYS enough room to include TACTwill re-run from my 1992 lecture as soon as elsewhere. Almost without exception this will be 
any and all who wish to participate. As ones come room permits). This is a natural course of evolve- a fear or doubt that causes you worry or consider- 
and go through choices and decisions made each ment of your planet as she traverses space. This ation. This is where you must find the cause of 
moment, adjustments are made so as to maximize is a time for renewal and cleansing of the old-a your fear or doubt and overcome the challenge if 
opportunities for individual and collective growth, rebirthing and new beginning. Like the caterpillar you are to keep up with the frequency shifts that 
while also utilizing the available talent pool to the that is ready to come out of its cocoon and be are coming. 
fullest extent. reborn into the next phase of existence, so too is Fear and doubt are by-products of being dis- 

For those of you who walk this particular path your planet readying herself for transformation connected from Source. Effort to strengthen your 
of active, dedicated Ground Crew at this time, it into her next phase of existence. connection, and the fears will show themselves to 
is quite challenging, for the pace is rapid and there You each know that there are great rewards in you, for the adversary does not wish to lose his 
is little time to appreciate subtleties along the the way of growth and realizations to be gained foothold within you, and there will be a flare-up 
way. from going through this process with your planet. within. Regain your point of balance within the 

Let us end here for now, for my scribe needs You ones are being caused to confront the low- Light and see the fear for what it is! Reconnect 
to take a break from sitting in front of the com- frequency emotional pains. You will have need to and know that this is a challenge for you to face. 
puter screen. Hatonn to stand by. let go of these things that cause you to be held in Fear of being rejected by loved ones who “just 

the lower vibrations. It is time to face your fears don’t understand” or fear of the embarrassment 
10/2/97 HATONN and look closely at that upon which you focus your that you may have to face for making a “paranoid” 

energy. The lower frequencies of fear, hate, decision like wanting to store up six months of 
Hatonn here to continue. I come in the Light apathy, greed, and such will cause you ever- food for the family in preparation for hard times 

of Holy God of Light! Be at peace. increasing discomfort in the times to come. ahead, are common challenges that you ones are 
There are great pressures for you ones in the This should serve as a guidance system for being faced with. Many will simply succumb to 

physical at this time. There come, with these you (a “bio-feedback mechanism”) so that you these fears. 
pressures, increased opportunities for growth and can learn to recognize the habits of thoughts that The job of the wayshower is seldom a popular 
self realization. Many are, at this time, having you ones are fond of holding onto that cause your one, yet it is quite rewarding after the fact, in 
difficulty with all the variables impacting their vibrational frequency to lower. These are like retrospect, looking back. Many a wealthy person 
experience (both man-made and natural). computer programs that at one time perhaps helped will wish they had been awake enough to see the 

Perhaps the greatest distraction at present is you to deal with a difficult situation. Or, for some clues staring them in the face. The regret is a 
the element of “time” as you ones perceive of it. of you, you hold onto past pains that assaulted heavy one for the person of means who only later 
Time is a plastic, yet relative, quantity that only your perception of “reality”. Physical loss of a sees how they could have made a difference. 
exists in the physical reality. Plastic means that it loved one that you were not prepared to accept, is Let go of the fears! You did not come into this 
is easily deformed and shaped; relative means that perhaps the most common type of thought that experience to win a popularity contest; you knew 
it is directly connected to your current environ- will cause your frequency to be lowered. that there would be these challenges to face and 
mefit and is a by-product of each person’s percep- There is no death, and there is no time in the that you would have to make unpopular decisions 
tion and agreement in relation to your planetary Larger Picture, and there is no separation-mean- and choices. The way of your “modern” world is 
alignment. ing that ones for whom you grieve are still “there”, the way of insanity-where black is called white, 

When you ones move away from the surface of though they may not be presently focused in the up is called down, and wrong is right. Confusion 
your planet, there is the observable “phenom- physical. You each create your own worst hell. reigns supreme and ones are programmed about 
enon” of variable “time”. This is best illustrated The lonely hearts of ones who perceive of what to think and how to act, talk, dress, and 
by your astronauts who have taken their atomic themselves as somehow being alone or without a respond, so as to “fit-in” and be “normal”. 
clocks up in orbit around the Earth. While these mate, is perhaps the next greatest affliction that As always, the choices are yours to make and 
clocks should not lose or vary in accuracy more we find many of you of Ground Crew focused we shall honor your choices. Our promise to you 
than a second over several thousands of years, upon that lowers your frequency. Your relation- ones reading this is that we would send forth the 
they have been observed being several seconds ships are not working out for most of you because necessary guidance and instructions so that you 
“off’ from their reference clock, after only a it was not your intent at this time to focus in that would have the tools to overcome your chal- 
couple of weeks in orbit around your planet. direction. Yet, the “social” pressures of society, lenges. We never said we would force you to 

There is much that your “scientists” do not coupled with the natural biological urges, make recognize or use these gifts! We shall assist you 
understand about your “physical” universe. The this a difficult challenge to deal with. We find each when the petition is sincere- made with the 
frequency shift as ones move away from your many of our Ground Crew members embroiled in heart and not with the tongue. 
planet’s presently-darkened energy field will cause very difficult personal situations that will, again, I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander of 
a speed-up in the “relative” surroundings of these cause ones to weed themselves from any great this mission. I come with the Hosts of God by way 
ones, and thus the “time” shifts. The decay rate of level of participation due to the pressures of fam- of Pleiades. I come in and of the Light of Creator 
nuclear material also is affected by the frequency ily situations. Source. Salu! 
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Balancing Faith 
the price of a loaf of bread for the one who entrusted 
the funds into your care against that day of known 
need, but you use it for your own wishes and/or 
desires-how can there be trust enough to sustain a 
longer relationship in which trust and faith must be 
“everything”? Then, when approached, does he say 
it is somehow your fault for leaving it in his care in 
the first place? LOOK and LISTEN to that which 
people tell you, promise you, and profoundly wish 

to me” while he lies to you in the middle of his “I 
And C OIllIllOn Sense ~~;~~donyou ie. “Ican’tstandapersontolie 

Always be generous wrth another 
man’s reasoning but pay little attention to his EX- 
CUSES. And do not JUDGE for vou mav well be 

10/l/97 #l HATONN 

When you walk through the storms know that no 
storm lasts forever, but forever is the Sun shining 
beyond those clouds. You cannot have a silver 
lining unless you have both the clouds and the Sun. 

There shall also continue to be the walk within 
the shadows, for man never seems to be able to see 
the lights as they attempt to break through his 
consciousness. Man will go with ha- 
bitual behavior in an effort to protect 
his most vulnerable self but, ah, ifyou do 
not allow God to move within, how expect ye 
to receive HIS abundant blessings and gifts? 

DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S 
BUT THEY MAN’S DOWNFALL! 

HAS A 
IN ASSURED REALITY- 

YOU ONLY HAVE 
THE PRESENT MOMENT! . 

To experience trust and faith, how 
many of you will go ahead and get some- 
thing in expectation of promised fund- 
ing, or that which is told to you, will 
come? Especially for things you will 
not receive for a while and can return, 
how many of you will reach out and 
place the order? Yes, I know, wisdom is in seeking 
factual truth and acting in such a way as to protect 
selves in all instances. So, read again, this para- 
graph. What will you order, even if it need be returned, to 
build some positive expectation within selves? 

- 
INCORRECT in your assumption;. a 

Know that what “you have” others will always 
“WANT”. People who push always “WANT SOME- 
THING”, so measure carefully whatever input you 

which brings assault-when they had carefully at- receive. If you have something “they want” and you 
tended their responsibilities and thought they were “can give”, so be it, for you have a nice exchange in 
using safekeeping actions. the form of barter. Beware those who take, take, 

But then again, lately a friend called to inform and re-take without intent of return or exchange. 
CONTACT that they had just seen George Green at When hearts are heavy with that which is laid 
a Global Sciences meeting. As he circulated, it was forth upon your plate when you asked not for the 
noted that he was so shunned that he had turned his servings -let it go for it will only distract you from 
name label backwards so it could not be seen and that which is waiting in abundance for your proper 
was clean shaven so that old buddies might not actions. Eachmustcome to sort his owncourse and life 

Our hearts are with Charles today as he stands 
in vigilance with his son who must decide whether 
or not to stay in your dimension, Is it not comfort- 
ing, however, to be able to know that either way the 
choice resolves there will be that which you need for 
sustaining self and those remaining? Let go and let God! 

But, how many of you will use that which is in 
your keeping under the assumption that “someone” 
or “something” will fill in if need be? How many of 
you use that which is in your keeping unwisely or 
without the reality in your own power to make sure 
that it is available when needed by the rightful 
earners? And then, how many of you will blame the 
persons providing the service or commodity for 
your circumstances after you have acted foolishly? 
This is typically human behavior-so, who has 
grown into responsibility instead of using that which 
is not yours to use? Dharma and E. J. pay constantly 
and dearly for that which, by others, is used, abused 
and then they are accused by the very ones who 
brought the painful reality for the circumstances 

recognize him from pictures or previous encoun- 
ters. Do you wish to live in shame as to cause you 
to hide even your countenance? Well, you cannot 
hide it from GOD. 

We are going to “make it” in spite of these 
things constantly upon us, but who will be left to 
share? Right, the ones who were faithful from the 
start and GOD knows HIS people. And by the way, 
trusting children: it is not OK to allow these damag- 
ing parties to go unchallenged when intent or negli- 
gence is the base cause of negative circumstance. 
YOU must realize the difference, for carelessness 
and misunderstandings are often the basis of nega- 
tive outcome in any passing circumstance. But, 
with permanent negative damages it is NOT OK to 
simply say it is “God’s WILL”, for it is not God’s 
will; it is the responsibility ofthe MAN OR WOMAN 
committing the misadventure. It is never God’s will 
to take, to blame, to cause loss, or for war and/or 
destruction-and not so, either, with death. GOD 

iswhathappenswhileyouareplanningthecourse. 
I marvel at those who hear that “El Nino 

is due in January and February!” What 
about the end of December or the month of 
November or the floods in October? What of 
the Month of the Lion, March? And what of’ 
the COLD waters coming directly behind 
and under the El Nino warmth? People, if 
you are prepared, it doesn’t matter, does it? 
However, it is terrible when someone fails to 
prepare for self and then would have every- 
one lose because he chose to hurt ever-rcne 

he could for his own losses. I suggest you make ? ure 
that ones do not WAIT with their interplay with 
Betty Tuten and that bunch-until the rains have 
come and the craft is a total loss. [For those ofvou 
who are guided to contact Betty Tuten, see box at 
end of article.] 

DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S DENIALS-BUT 
THEY ARE MAN’S DOWNFALL! GOD HAS A 
“FUTURE” IN ASSURED REALITY-YOU 
ONLY HAVE THE PRESENT MOMENT! Wow, 
we just learn something every day, don’t we? Per- 
haps you could begin to place your trust and faith in 
GOD’s “future” that you might also be assured of 
that possibility for self? Do not, therefore, limit or 
restrict GOD, for it will always be self caught in 
those limitations and restrictions. 

I wanted to reassure some of my team this 
morning, for the days grow short (or long) as might 
be perceptions while you have to have patience for 
things to unfold. They will unfold-or, they will 

CREATES! Man does these things in physical not!- So be it. 
expression. It is good to 
meditate upon these 
things quite carefully and 
long enough to see be- 
yond the dense haze of 

There is no distinctly native, 
American criminal class- 

except Congress, 

misperceptions. 
There are 

examples of 
these attitudes 
and actions scat- 
tered all through 
every book you 
call “Holy”. If 
you are asked to 
hold in security 

CONTACT readers can send their 
letters to Ms. Tuten 

at the following address: 

A!!!5 

-Mark Twain :I 
Betty Tuten 

8321 W. Sahara Ave. #1039A 

Las Vegas, NV 90 117- 1874 
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“Official Reality” 

[Continued from Front Page] 

opportunity to detail a whole series of paradoxes, 
in the evidence released to date, and to provide the 
American pubic with critical information that has 
been otherwise blacked out of the major U.S. media. 

*Steinberg sharply challenged the three pur- 
ported blood tests of the driver of the Mercedes 
carrying Princess Diana and her friend Dodi al- 
Fayed, pointing out that eyewitnesses had told po- 
lice investigators that Henri Paul had not been 
drinking at all on the day of the crash. And, while 
the final blood test claimed to reveal both alcohol 
and prescription drugs, Steinberg noted that none 
of his doctors had prescribed the drugs, and there 
were no records anywhere in France of such a pre- 
scription for Paul. 

*Steinberg, for the first time on U.S. television, 
detailed news accounts of the first hospital debrief- 
ing on the lone survivor of the crash, bodyguard 
Trevor Rees-Jones, in which he said that the 
Mercedes was being chased by several cars and mo- 

we look the other way. 
After sharing a scenario of politically very 

incorrect data, Commander Hatonn later said: 
“You have, world, just witnessed the 

assassination of troublesome people to preserve 

10/2/97 E.A.S. OF E.I.R. 

INVESTIGATE 
POSSIBLE 

torcycles in the seconds before the crash. This 
story, Steinberg added, cohered with at least six eye- 
witness accounts of the final moments before the 
crash, including those of two new, named wintesses, 
American businessman Brian Anderson, and Brit- 

the ‘Grand Plan I. ” 
ish barrister Gary Hunter. 

And then a few clues for the investigators out LASERUSE 
Hunter told the Sunday London Times that he 

there to pursue: 
saw a dark-colored Fiat Uno speeding from the tun- 

“Ah, but there are several things that will come IN DIANA'S KILLING 
nel, seconds after the crash, in an apparent effort 
to flee the scene. 

out through questioning the photographers present. 
One: that there were at least two blinding lights 

Anderson, in an appearance on CBS-TV news 

coming from AHEAD in the tunnel; and two: there 
EIR Alert has received a source report, from a on Sept. 26, reported that the Mercedes was not 

were already people present at the scene 
qualified scientist, indicating his hypothesis that the speeding as it entered the tunnel. Anderson was 

reported light source in the car crash leading to traveling in a taxi that was passed by the mercedes 
IMKEDATELY prior to the accident-on foot. ” a moment before the crash. He confirmed that the 

More information about the unraveling threads 
Princess Diana’s death may have been a xenon high- 
energy arc-lamp, known to the military as a tacti- car carrying Princess Diana was being agressively 

of the official version of the Princess Di tragedy cal anti -personae 1 device 
were our Front Page story for the 9/l 6/97 issue of edly capable ofble d’ ‘a 

This device is report- pursued by two motorcycles, that w-ire attempting 
m mg pilots, and is sufficiently to cut *e Mercedes Off. 

CONTACT. By that time, others had more compact to be hand-held *In contrast to the soap opera characterizations 
aggressively begun to publicly question “official 
reality ” in this matter. We also called to your 

EIR is familiar with this technological capabil- of Princess Diana by several other guests on the 

attention at that time some of the darker historical 
ity, going back to the cays of the SDI, and will be broadcast, Steinberg revealed that the Princess had 
1 oo mg at the possibility that it might have been k’ 

connections which were important underpinnings used in the attack 
been involved in a crucial political battle with the 

to this tragedy, connections which were largely 
House of Windsor for several years, beginning with 
her November 1995 BBC Panorama interview, in 

overlooked but definitely part of the Larger Picture. which she said that Prince Charles was unqualified 
To say that Diana was at war with Windsor, is 

a delicate understatement. To say that Windsor RIVERASHQW 
to be king. While Steinberg was recounting the BBC 

was afraid of what Diana COULD do, is to provide 
interview, the Gerald0 show aired news clippings. 

motive to the murders. INCLUDES 
Steinberg ended the hour-long interview show 

Right now, things continue to fall apart, as far 
by urging people to avoid accepting the official 

as the official story goes. And in that vein, we FIR'S STEINBERG French coverup, while new crucial evidence is com- 

present the following news from the 10/2/97 
ing to light every day. Steinberg drew the parallel 

Executive Alert Service bulletin of Executive 
to the coverup of the assassination of President John 

Intelligence Review (Executive Intelligence Review, 
Executive Intelligence Review editor Jeffrey F. Kennedy, pointing out that a third of a century 

PO. Box 17390, Washington, D.C. 20041). 
Steinberg appeared Sept. 30 on the nationally syn- after the JFK murder, nobody believes the “offi- 
dicated Gerald0 Rivera television show, to review cial” account of the lone assassin. This view was 

There’s no doubt that the truth is out there, as the mounting evidence that the French authorities’ 
more who know make the effort to come forward coverup of the murder of Princess Diana is coming 

supported by another guesl on the show, Dr. Cyril 

with their contributions. 
Wecht, a world-renowned forensic pathologist who 

unraveled. The one-hour broadcast which featured did breakthrough work in both the JFK and Martin 
- Dr Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief several other guests as well, afforded Steinberg the Luther King inquiries, that helped expose the off- 

cial coveruns. 

BOUND & GAGGED--By Dano Summers r 
I 

Executive 
In felligence 

Review 
P.O. Box 17390 

Washington, D-C. 
2004 l-0330 ..-w 
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A Season Of 
individual which is the deciding measure of any 
entity. If you need help and I offer my hand, it 
behooves you to not take measure of the color of 
that hand lest you otherwise be left to your own 
miserable resources. God only takes note of intent 
within, and that is the color of LIGHT measured in 
intensity of energy and frequency or tone as in 
“harmonics”, so don’t give me the “old abuse” stuff 

2 , Choices & 
such trite speakings or intent. It is with humble 
appreciation and gratitude that we have such a 

Conseauences t;o;ualify your misbehaviors. We wont accept 

wondrous adventure to SHARE and begm to CRE- 
ATE that which is magnificent within the Light of 

1 Each may well deserve that good which comes 
for positive repositioning in freedom-but it is not 

1015197 HATONN 

There is a season for all things, large and small, 
and it must be through wisdom and care that we find 
the differences, for most cannot see well enough to 
recognize the greater purposes of this journey and, 
moreover, once they seemingly can see darkly 
through the glass, forget to clear the fog so that they 
can clearly view in wisdom the facets of the gem- 
stone. Or they remain so entrenched in what they 
“thought” would be the direction that they fail to 
accept the possible detour or lack of mapping in the 
first place. You must come into knowing when the 
sequence is correct, lest you be unlearned enough to 
miss the entire higher plan and follow man instead 
of God. May we always walk in clarity of sight and 
hearing that we do not miss the next instructions. It 
is only when we see that something CAN be accom- 
plished that we can therefore, accomplish it. This 
is a time of calling and of culling so that the higher 
purposes may be served and not the individual 
preferences of some man or men. We must also 
beware the call of the sirens for it is such that, in 
your day of semi-blind evolvement, your adversary 
will bring your downfall through the female aspect 
of his license to kill. Beware the women who would 
run everything without reason other than their claim 
to female rituals. Listen to the wisdom of the 
grandmother but beware, again I warn you, the 
would-be sirens who will take you back again into 
the wilderness in their modern desire to claim CON- 
TROL. 

This in no way claims that men are somehow 
more worthy than women. It does mean that there 
has been a great shift in the demands of each so that 
traditions are lost and the extremes become the 
modes of operation. Further, if a person misreads 
and misunderstands what I have just stated here- 
THEY ARE PROVING MY POINT. Greatness 
evolves from that which is wise and great in concept 

and actions; it comes not from pushing rights or some RIGHT just because YOU demand it. Noth- 
rites. ing comes through MAGIC and many have to work 

Now, just because we will be making available diligently without rest nor respite to accomplish 
great wealth to accomplish our goals, it does not their own individual step along the pathway-so 
mean that funds and other assets are going to be again, your demand is not a brother’s need to supply 
dumped helter-skelter over all the .Natives who you with ANYTHING. And further, if you think 
think they have been badly treated. We are here to that you should “have” just because you “want”- 
create, share, and build-not rectify some per- then go find the way and earn it for self and let us 
ceived ill-doing before our own time. We will build see what you would SHARE with others and how 
correctly or we will take our gold and move else- much of “your stuff’ would you fling away so that 
where. Each must be responsible and self-worth is some other “wishing” party might be buried in 
geared by properly finding ability and contribution riches and magic. 
within selves-through somehow “earning” the right Those entrusted with the “management” of that 
of passage into freedom. I can promise you that abundance offered to be earned by God’s offerings 
TOO MANY BOSSES (COOKS) WILL NOT BE must forever be outstanding stewards in ALL IN- 
ALLOWED IN THE KITCHEN. We will function STANCES. And yes, we will have ways of measur- 
according to that old “golden rule” and sometimes ing intent among the Native Americans just as 
we who have earned and offered the gold will have among any other groups of entities. What will your 
cause to remind everyone involved OF THE RULES. richer brethren offer to fund or help the overall 
And no, we will not accept “half-doing” something. united Nations of America? Will the Navajo fund a 
We will do it right or we shall be sorely put upon for contract to help the Sioux? We certainly will have 
being careless and limited in our attitudes. Further- opportunity to find out as we move along. 
more, we will work brother and brother in harmony Neither gaming nor gambling are ANSWE6 S to 
or we will not work at all in any given location great problems of groups of our people. Industrial 
where this is unacceptable. There are more kinds of self-sufficiency is the answer, and acquisition or 
bigotries than meet the eye as to color and race. RE-acquisition through the law is THE WAY to 

Just as the knowing seers of the Indian Native achieve power and freedom. Wars only kill the 
Nations have always known it would come through slayers and the slain. Peaceful growth with recla- 
the pale eyes that the barter possibilities could flow, mation of property, respect and honor is the only 
it is unacceptable for the Native or those of color to way to achieve freedom for all sides within intent of 
persecute the White humans because they are White. goodly intent within Creator’s wondrous game wait- 
It will come to be that ONE without THE OTHER ing for your next adventure. 
will come to nothing. And, frankly, IF I CANNOT When you only want to have and accomplish 
BE ACCEPTED, WE SHALL GO WHERE I AM those things which are the very downfall of human 
RECOGNIZED. GOD IS MAKING THE WAY species, then you will have accomplished the way to 
FOR US AND MY TEAMS SEE AND KNOW destruction. Seek first the “kingdom of God”, and 
AND WILL NEVER FAIL TO SHARE AND all these things of other shall be added unto you. 
GIVE-BUT I WILL NOT BE EXCLUDED FOR I Furthermore, bless our so-called enemies for they 
AM THE SERVANT OF GOD SENT FORTH TO shall have made the way possible. If you do not 
SEE TO THIS MISSION. I AM THE WAY, THE understand this statement, then you are not nearly 
LIGHT-AND THE GOLD-SO LET US NEVER through with your lessons. 
BECOME TOO WISE FOR OUR BRITCHES TO Will I, and my people, wait for YOU to catch up 
FIT OUR BACKSIDES, PLEASE. while demanding lessons and direct input from 

This is no problem? Look carefully AT SELF, myself or them? NO! We have a job to do and if you 
AGAIN. If you expect me to recognize who YOU are doing yours, you will not ask nor require such 
ARE and give unto you humble respect, then you input from us because you have chosen badly in 
will be expected to recognize and respect that which your prior understanding. Each now has opportu- 
I AM! And remember well, something quite impor- nity of getting, for self, all lessons from me to thee 
tant as we move along: YOUR DEMANDS ARE thus far so, no, we will not return to grade school to 
NOT GOD’S, NOR MY, REQUIREMENTS TO meet your needs while forfeiting our obligations 
FULFILL. We will each labor and CREATE that and distracting from our responsibilities. 
which we desire and need and YOU will not control Can you walk through a rain-storm without 
other than SELF. To replace tyranny with just being wetted? Of course, IF you gather unto you 
another form of tyranny is not acceptable. If we and cover yourself with anti-wet gear and an um- 
cannot build and grow within the laws and guide- brella. Do you expect God to provide you with both 
lines of peaceful creation, then we will build noth- the gear and the putting it on thine body? Stop your 
ing nor shall we grow worthy change. Just as fantasizing of ways to keep out of responsibility for 
goodness comes in all races and colors, SO TOO self for you waste of everyone’s time and energy in 
DOES EVIL. It is the LIGHT or “soul” of an your childish games in “wonderland”. If you can’t 
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swim, then I suggest you stay in the very shallow 
water and check it out-a lot of very deep water is 
headed your way! And, how much of your luggage of 
“stuff’ will you be able to carry AND ALSO SWIM? 

You do not have need to ask of my people, 
“Where should I be?” for if you are OF US, you will 
recognize that which is given as your instructions 
and you will hear, see, AND KNOW. If you feel 
you must ask my people for your directions, then 
you err for if you cannot carry your “OWN”, then 
you certainly cannot expect them to stop and collect 
you or your trappings. Perhaps then, you might 
start seeking within that which is reality and begin 
to see thine attachments for excess baggage along 
with that overwhelming desire to GET MORE, 
ONLY NEWER, STUFF. What you acquire and 
achieve will be measured exactly according to that 
which you gave and earned. 

If your actions have brought pain and misfor- 
tune to the least of God’s people or creations- 
expect some pain and misfortune to come within 
thine own circle. And, do not think that a sudden 
turn of attitude to “oh my gosh, NOW I see and I’m 
sorry.. . ” is going to merit more than a sudden strong 
urge to hit-up all over you. And if, through your 
actions, you cause even one OTHER to suffer or 
lose through your doings, you will suffer the same 
level, or greater, of loss and suffering that you have 
caused. This is the universal law of action and 
reaction. If through your intents and actions an- 
other loses anything, then be prepared to meet your 
consequences. Forgiveness has NOTHING to do 
with the return responses and/or reactions which 
are *.he measure of your expectations or deserved 
backwash. In addition, as a “think about it” issue, 
should anyone you personally have attempted to 
destroy, damage or cause great loss of property or 
health-turn then in their gained and earned pros- 
pering, offer you ANYTHING goodly? Why should 
anyone keep a contract which has been broken by 
the other in every possible manner? Well, NEVER 
without full accounting and all deductions for as- 
sault damages. 

You who are “after” Ekker-Ekker-Phoenix, as 
the Green Bunch likes to report and hopes to have 
attached, had best look again as all three become 
less and less visible for your assaults and target 
shooting. Moreover, beware, for the ones you 
tricked and manipulated are opening their eyes and 
are seeing truth and a need to act in their own 
behalf. Why should ANYONE involved wish to 
helg Tuten, for instance, when Tuten [see address 
box on pg.IS] was willing and IS WILLING to 
destroy everyone else involved to gain some weird 
and defective imagined ways of gaining solely for 
self-following her own foolish misdirection through 
even more foolish teachers and instructors? The 
injured ones are hardly interested in her headaches 
caused at her own hands holding the hatchets which 
have been used for the most damaging bloodletting 
by her accepted team of selfish and greedy mongers. 
The day of demanding responsibility be placed on 
the ones responsible is at hand and it will no longer 
be accepted by innocent parties at your whims and 
pretense of innocent “had” victims to make any 
effort in your behalf whatsoever. You who have 
raped, pillaged and plundered shall have the ac- 
counting for that lying, cheating, thieving and as- 
saulting. So too shall those unsavory beings of 
turncoat brigades find it a most unwelcome mat 
awaiting their return “to the fold”. Each has had 
many opportunities to reconsider all actions, so do 
not expect any self-respecting being to further bend 
to your wishes or, even, unto your needs when you 
have cared only for SELF at all others’ expense and 

loss. Their losses shall be added unto your own and 
not onto the backs as burden for my people. 

The viper you send forth to strike thine targets 
will simply turn upon the sender with renewed 
venom. And, the Phoenix shall catch up the ser- 
pents in his talons and cast them out of the kingdom 
of goodness. These adversaries of God and brother 
shall find no fuel in their lamps and the light shall 
be extinguished that they find their way in darkness. 
There will be no magic fuel supply, so expect it not. 

It is time to leave as we have guests this week- 
end and shall attempt to make them comfortable and 
“at home” for they are “of us” and are of our crew 
and we are greatly blessed by their presence and the 
beauty in intent and within their hearts. May we 
always, team, through the dark days, focus only on 
these brothers and not upon that which has been so 

negative and hurtful in our past days. Those are 
“dead” in living experience, and therefore the dead 
must bury their own dead for ours is a choice of life 
and creation-never upon destruction and death. 
The vipers shall lose their fangs and strangle on 
their own venom and poison. 

When we learn to desire hurt upon selves rather 
than to hurt or damage even one tiny aspect of 
“another”, then we shall see the outpouring of God 
in abundance as in a tidal wave of goodness. How- 
ever, consequence of choices shall forever be forth- 
coming for that, again, is the universal law of cause 
and effect. 

Let us go and may the remainder of the day be 
filled with further blessings which might be recog- 
nized for their reality. 

Salu and good day. 

Editor ‘s note: As the outdoorsy focus of Summer slips into our past (hopefully with good 
rlemories of fun times), replaced for most of us by the cooler temperatures and stunning 
bolors of Autumn, it is time to revive cool-weather baking skills. In that vein we offer the 
bllowing recipe from an enthusiastic CONTACT reader in Canada. I (E.Y.) know from 
personal experience the mmmmm goodness of these spelt muffins with a glass offresh apple 
!ider. And for those of you who may not be aware of the multi-faceted nature of many 
CONTACT readers and contributors, among other talents ‘Mama Bear” was THE premier 
tress designer in Hungary before World War II’s Nazi cancer drove her “over the mountains ” 
vith the crooks literally shooting at her, in pursuit, when she refused to join their ranks! 

Spelt Muffin Recipe 
10/l/97 MAMA BEAR 

(1) 2 cups 
.(2) 2 heaping tblsp 

(5) 1 tsp 
(6) 3/4 cup 
(7) 2 

(11) 3/4 cup 
(12) 1 

(13) 2 tsp 
(14) l/2 tsp 

whole spelt flour 
gluten flour 
salt 
baking powder 
baking soda 
brown sugar (packed down) 
whole eggs 
cooking oil 
milk 
fresh lemon juice (to be mixed into 1 cup milk) 
chopped (coarse/medium) walnuts or pecans 
large apple chopped into small pieces including skin 
(makes about 1 and l/2 cups) 
cinnamon (mixed into apple) 
nutmeg (mixed into apple) 

(makes 18 muffins) 

l Butter muffin pan(s). 
l Heat oven to 400°F. 
9 Mix together dry ingredients #l to #5. 
l In a separate (large) bowl, beat well sugar and eggs until smooth and bubbly. 
l Add oil and mix again. 
l Alternatingly add flour mixture and milk/lemon mixture to sugar/egg mixture. 
l Mix until smooth (no lumps). 
l Add chopped nuts and apple with spices, and mix again. 
l Distribute mixture equally into 18 indentations in buttered muffin pan(s). 
l Bake at 400°F for 10 minutes, then at 350°F for another 20 minutes. 
l Let stand 5 minutes in pan. 
l Prod gently with pointed knife to loosen. 
l Turn each muffin halfway over, and let cool to room temperature in pan. 
l In sealed containers in refrigerator, the muffrns can keep for many weeks. 

Useful preparation note: chopped nuts and apple/spices mixture 
can each be prepared ahead of time and stored in the refrigerator. 

l spelt flour is available from New Gaia Products (call 800-639-4242) 
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New Gaia Products 
** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, NV 
: 1oP:% 56.00 S o-1 00 $8.00 

$7.00 $ 101-200 $9.00 
5 201-300 $8.00 S 201-300 $10.00 
0 301-400 89.00 5 301-400 $11.00 
s 401-500 S10.00 5 401-500 $12.00 
S Sol-600 411.00 s 501-600 $13.00 

New Caia Products 
P.O. Box 27710 

Las Veqas. NV 89126 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX - , 

Please Print) 

jtreet Address 

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

!tKnL 
l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
t* For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our office In writing 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 
*+ When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAIW 

Daytime Phone No. 

3redit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

signature For Credit Card Orders 
1 1 TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 

Amoun 

t 

. . . . . . 

I 

Item Item psR’$& Qty. Amount 

GAIANDRIANA 
LIQUID 

16.2. f 20.00 
32.2. $40.00 

AQUAGAlA Wlit&ondria) 16u $20.00 
32 u $40.00 

GAlALYrE I mar $ 8.50 

PRICE 
PER UNlT 
$ 8.00 

: ;EE . 

$ 48.00 

OXVSOL Trace minerals P Colloldul Silver 
2u. 

16u 
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide 32u 

GAlACLEANSE KlT 14aAY PAnAstlE Ptt6GMM 
lndlvlduel oomponenfs sold ~oell brptices 

GULF WAR SYNDROME ‘!slartar K/t” 

GAlASORB NEUTR&BDND 2u 

NICOTINE- CAFFEINE- ALCOHOL- 

SUCROSE- STARCH- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

GAIASORB NEUTRkBOND PACK 

*HITACHI 01) BREAD 

(FACTORY MEMlSHED/REF~RalSHED) 

BREAD MIX wlwilt & 

em spew 

S 6.00 

. . . . . . 

15.00 

KOMBUCHA BREEZE - 

. . 

TEA MNEGAR f 6.00 

(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 802. 8.50 

MELLOREAM POWDER 3.26 $15.00 
1 1 I 

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 6ocAp8uE8 ISl8.00 1 I I 
6OCAPSULES I$22.00 1 I 

i4xidant Formula 160 TABLET8 $24.95 

:uA 366 TABLETS/MH)m& EA. $21.00 
NACEA GOl.0 PLUS 90 TABLETS $24.50 

IM - 30 Day SUW#Y s 32.00 

s 149.00 

s 3.50 ILOBA (24% Exlraol) 
F 
AF EXTRACT 

_ --_-- 
180 iABi.l& f 24.95 

60 TABLETS $24.00 

35PG.BGGKLET f 2.75 * GAlASPELT FLOUR 

WHOLE GRAIN 

2 Ibs. Q $1.25/lb. 

4 Ibs. 6’ $1.2S/lb. 
8 Ibs. 8 $1.25/lb. 

s 2.50 

$ 5.00 

$ 10.00 

s 5.00 
s 12.50 

bv James R. PMera. M.D. 

RARE EARTH CiPSUlES 
. ..-.---- 

60 CM’SULES $ 6.00 

POSUN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES f 6.00 

ALOE PLUS 77 60 CAP!NLES/4SOmg. EA. ClCOC 
*GAlASPELT KERNELS 4 Ibs. Q $1.25/lb. 

10 Ibs. Q $l.?S/lb. Alfalfa & Minerals 

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS 
NONI 
MEGA-MULTI VlTAMlNS 

I I “.a+ 

90 caP8lJl.E9 $30.00 

60 CAPSULES s 22.00 
30 CAPSULE9 $11.00 

*PROGRAM sTAtmiNG PACKAGE 

1 Bottle Galandrlana (1 qt.) 
1 Bottle AquaGala (1 qt.) 

2 Bottles GalaLyts (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

5 Audio-cassettes 

ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate 
(10X STRENGTH) 

, ,nw 
I 

s 1 8 o. 
I I I 

SUPER OXV (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY.APPLE) 1 qrall $18.00 
BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. $20.00 

LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. $22.00 

GAIAGLO LOTION doz. s 20.00 

HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2mz. $ 8.00 

GAlA VmE c~~~o~~~~ti-~~tarnin CB Mined 2 oz. $10.00 
GAlACOL 202. f 10.00 

*MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 

1 Bottle Gahndrlana (1 qt.) 
2 Botttes 6aQLyte (2 liters e&l) 

4 Pye. Spelt Bread Mk 

*MICROWATER TY ELECTROLYSIS 
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM 

VORTEX KIT 

ADZUKI BEANS SO-LB BAG 

s 80.00 

f 8.00 

s SO.00 

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & mzce GM 16 oz. $56.00 
suspended in a distilkd water fluid 32 oz. $96.00 

GAlAGOLD 2 oz. s 20.00 
-GoId 16 UL $112.00 

32 u $192.00 
a A DHm Colloidal Dehydmepiandrostere P OZ. $20.00 

GAACU-29 Colloidal Copper 202. s 10.00 

mATI- Colloidal Titanium 2a s 20.00 

GAlALlff COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121 +t 2 oz. s 10.00 

RED LENTILS SO-LB BAG s 30.00 

UuUSE (located on the top of this order form TOTAL 
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ,-jJ& New Guiu Products. 

* FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE 
PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM 
ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING 

SE ALLOW 3 TO 6 w FOR Dw 

Please make all checks and SHlPPlNG & HANDLlNG 
money orders payable to: 

New Gaia lhdwts 
P.O. Box 2 77 10 

i&yTyxL 
Nevada Residents only: add n 

Las V-as 
NV 89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO 

BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES 

AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE 55.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH 
(Shipping extra-see right.) 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL.... 69. TATTERED PAGES 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 71. COALESCENCE 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 72. CANDLELIGHT 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 78. IRON TR4l’ AROUND AMERICA 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 79. MARCHING TO ZOG 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I 80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II 81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET- 82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 

ZIONISM IS RACISM 83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 85. SHOCK THERAPY 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES 
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 94. WINGING IT.... 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 

95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 

56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 

57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 
9). ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND’? 

58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE 99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY 
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT! 
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII. 

P QuuPuP 
0 PLEASE NOTE: 

% 

c) CONTACT and Phoenix 
u 

a 
Source Distributors are m 

a 
# 

the same! Checks sent for 
JOURNALS or book ordirs 
should NOT be made out to 

CONTACT-and 

hi vice versa. A 

I 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
CONTACT, CALL: 
l-800-800-5565 

100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN 
102. SACRED WISDOM 
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE 
104. FIRST STEPS 
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN UNDERSTATEMENT! 
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...! 
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER 

“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER”fZ%e Health Book) 

,, ,.. . 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone 
to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues (US); $35 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); $70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 (Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label. 

Quantity Subscriptions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 for 25 
copies of 13 issues( $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 for 100 copies 
of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,100 for 100 copies 
of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico 
and Foreign, call or write for shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR or 

PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue prices are as follows: 
1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping included, postpaid in the 
Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please call or write 
for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 

MENTIONED IN THIS 
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

P.O. Box 27353 
LasVegaqlOevada89126 

(or call) 
l-800-800-5565 

(dbCZSteFCtZFd, VISA, 
Discovet) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPS-$3.75 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1.00 ea add’1 

Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

ALASKA & HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, Sl .OO ea add’1 

Priority-S3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title, $1 ea add’1 

CANADA Et MEX.CO 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, 51.50 ea add’1 

Alrbook-$4.50 1 st title, $2.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add7 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 

(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 
on all book orders) 

As an adjunct to CONTACT, 
the Telephone Hotline keeps you 
as informed as possible on current 
events and other important 
information that needs to get to 
our subscribers before our 
publishing date. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if there are 
any new messages for that day, 
andafterQringsifnot. Thusdaily 
callers can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if no new 
message has been recorded. If 
the Hotline does not answer your 
call, then that means there is 
currently no Hotline message. 
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